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Admissions to remain holistic, officials say
Katie Farden
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Provost Crawford hopes to enroll more students from
poor and minority backgrounds in coming years
Assistant News Editor
Despite former dean of admis-
sions Michael McKeons ambiguous
departure from Seattle University
last month, University Provost
Isaiah Crawford negated rumors
that Seattle U will change their
admissions strategies in an e-mail
sent to university staffand faculty
today.
McKeon, who served as the
university's dean ofadmissions for
14 years, was replaced by Melore
Nielsen, Seattle Us former associ-
ate directorofAdmissions on Sept.
21,2009.
Crawford announced McKeon's
replacement to faculty and staff
but offered no explanation for the
personnel change.
Speculation arose that
McKeon—an advocate ofa holistic
admissions approach who strove to
recruit students from poor or mi-
nority backgrounds—
was forced out of
his position after he
disagreed with the
Despite setbacks, swim team excels
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Although the swim team has been limited to one pool for use during practices and meets, the men's and women's
seasons are off to an impressive start. Both teams won in their season opener against University ofPuget Sound.
The teams look forward to a challenging but exciting season.
An alternative to outsourcing: new space
70 f Increase
| /0 in used text-
book sales
since last school year
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Q7O in total
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since last school year
Bookstore manager offers alternative plan for remodeled
'Store of the Future' on 12th Avenue
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
A counterproposal to outsourc-
ing the bookstore has been offered
and is causing some disagreement.
In the past 10 years, four plans
to update the bookstore have been
submitted but none of them have
come to fruition. The most recent
counterproposal was commis-
sioned by bookstore manager Bob
Spencer.
Spencer said he and Mike Lopez,
a Michigan-based architect, wanted
to submit a plan that would reflect
students' desires.
This new proposal is one of
many options, including outsourc-
ing and low cost improvements of
the current location, which will be
reviewed by the outside consultant
hired by the university.
Spencer is concerned that, even
if the bookstore is outsourced, the
bookstore will still face challenges
with the bookstore
building.
"The number one
challenge we face
Voter,
candidate
turn-out
increases
Joshua Lynch
ASSU ELECTIONS
Editor-in-Chief
TheAssociated Students ofSeattle
University fall elections ended Friday
with more votes—and candidates—
than in recent years.
There were 817 votes in this fall
election, representing about 19 per-
cent of the undergraduate student
population. Last year, 765 students
voted—double the num-
ber ofvotes from the fall
2007 election.
The online polls
At Large
Kenny McCray
Freshman
Lin Wilson
Morgan Mushlitz
Non-traditional
Paul Hale
Transfer
Matt Mauer
Candidates
hit the Hill
McGinn and Mallahan
answer questions from
public during forum
Braden VanDragt | The Spectator
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Law student by day, diner owner by night
Emily Holt
News Editor
As both a law student at Seattle
University and the partner and
manager of the Steelhead Diner
in Pike Place Market, Terresa
Davis knows a life of contra-
dictions.
When the Australian native
first moved to Seattle with her hus-
band, she had lived in New Orleans
and the wine country in northern
California and decided it was time
to get her bachelor s degree at Seattle
Pacific University.
But SPU was a drastic change
from her former life in New
Orleans. Living in the center of
one of Louisiana's most vibrant
and diverse neighborhoods, Davis
spent her 20s on the notoriously
wild Bourbon Street.
"It was one of the best ways to
spend your 205," Davis said.
But as anarea known for its high
crime rates, Bourbon Street soon
proved to be too dangerous for the
young couple.
"When you know people who
are getting murdered, it's time to
move on," Davis said.
Terresa has a great
business mind. She's
driven. She doesn't
ever settle for less.
Kevin Davis
Head Chef
Davis' husband, Kevin, was and
is a talented chef who now leads the
crew at Steelhead Diner. Their love
of wine and the outdoors brought
them to the Northwest where they
hoped they could combine their
love offood and wine and share it
with others.
Davis began work as anaccoun-
tant and manage? for local busi-
nesses, including Wild Ginger—a
popular downtownrestaurant—but
she felt insecure about her lack of
a bachelors degree and enrolled at
SPU. She considered herself to be
pretty conservative at the time, but
her views were challenged when she
started considering law school and
was accepted to Seattle University.
"SU turned out to be a bet-
ter choice for me because it was
the opposite of me," Davis said.
"Education should change you. I
had never had so much attention,
so many people asking me to ques-
tion myselfbefore."
Davis questioned her decision
to stay in law school every day of
her first year, but Kevin pushed her
and together they started forming
a vision for their ideal restaurant.
They launched the Steelhead Diner
in 2007.
Davis expected to focus on
criminal law, but after time spent
working in the drug unit at theKing
Co. Prosecutor's Office, she decided
her real passion was still in the res-
taurant business and changed her
focus to business law.
With the skills she was learning,
Davis was able to better handle
the restaurant's bills and hired on
more employees.
Business was going strong until
the snow storm and the recession
hit last winter.
"It really rocked our world,"
Kevin said. "We were cruising al-
most since we'd opened."
The couple decided to open the
restaurant seven days a weekso they
could pay the bills.
"We didn't want to have to do
it," Kevin said. "But it changed ev-
erything. We instantly became more
solvent."
Now, the diner stands as the em-
bodiment ofall the places Terresa
and Kevin have lived and worked.
Their menu is a combination ofall
the dishes that have proved most
successful in the past, and with
Kevin's passion for catch-and-release
fishing and the outdoors, they try to
keep everything about their business
sustainable. Kevin is currently lob-
bying in Washington D.C. to pro-
tect the Bristol Bay salmon habitat,
which is at risk ofbeing turned into
an open-pit mine.
Terresa knows how easy
sustainability can become an empty
marketing promise, but Kevin has
been passionate about conservation
efforts and buying local since they
first met.
"It's different when you know
it comes from a genuine place,"
she said.
The restaurant has succeeded in
part because of the dynamic duo
Terresa and Kevin make.
"Terresa has a great business
mind," Kevin said. "She's driven.
She doesn't ever settle for less. For a
chef, it's an expert complement."
Kevin joked that Terresa started
the business because she loved his
cooking so much.
Though Terresa has only stepped
in to cook once—after Kevin had
a hernia operation—merely being
around the restaurant offers her a
relief from the stresses of law school.
She is due to graduate in June.
But being in college reminds
Terresa to keep the diner priced at
a level students can afford. Main
courses average around $15. And
the portions are sizable. She said she
won't compromise anything for her
customer's dining experience.
"There's nothing I hate more
than those small portion restau-
rants," she said.
Emily can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
Terresa and Keviß Davis, whorun
the Steelhead Diner, offer a gour-
met tasteof thePacific Northwest
at college-friendly prices. Conve-
niently located near Pike Place
Market, the diner strives for sus-
tainability in all ways. The couple
plans to open another restaurant
downtown by February.
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Does the Core
need to change?
Kelton Sears
ACADEMICS
Faculty discusses thinning out general requirements,
adding more electives
Staff Writer
After 22 years, the Core
Curriculum is up for reevaluation
to determine what classes are still
necessary for students to take and
which are outdated.
Since every student at Seattle
University must take Core classes
to graduate, all students will be
affected by any changes to the
system. Since President Stephen
Sundborg, S.J. called for "a new
core, for the new student, of the
new century," in a speech to fac-
ulty, professors have slowly been
pushing for changes, includ-
ing more Core classes focused
on technology, leadership and
global .education.
On the other hand, some
professors prefer that fewer Core
classes be required and more elec-
tives be required instead.
Seattle U has a large Core
requirement compared to most
schools. On average, 73 credits
out ofthe 180 needed to graduate
will be Core requirements, more
than one third ofall credits. This
means less electives on the whole
for many students.
"Engineering majors have zero
electives all four years," said Jeff
Philpott, Seattle University's di-
rector of Core Curriculum and
associate professor of commu-
nications. "Nursing majors have
only one."
Rachel Yorkston, senior nurs-
ing major, was only able to take
one elective—a fine art class—her
final year. When told that some
thought the Core should be big-
ger, Yorkston did not agree.
"I definitely don't think they
should make it bigger," Yorkston
said. "I think the Core is good
for people who don't know what
they want to major in so they
can explore a bit, but for others
who doknow and want to choose
their own electives I think it pre-
vents that. More Core means even
less electives."
Provost Isiaah Crawford has
been working on an Academic
Strategic Action Plan to tackle
the issue ofadapting a new Core.
Crawford has spent the last year
talking to faculty, leaders and stu-
dents from across campus to get
input on a first draft, which he
has taken to the board of trustees
for approval.
"We're at a place where we are
wrapping up our planning for the
Academic Strategic Action plan
and beginning to implement it,"
Crawford said. "Part of the issue
of Core curricular renewal is re-
ally to do what we can to promote
academic excellence."
At this point, the draft calls
for a review of Seattle University's
Core Curriculum over the course
ofthe next three years. The review
calls for a closer inspection on
how the Core is reflecting Seattle
Us values.
The plan not only encom-
passes revitalizing the Core, but
also faculty development, stu-
dent success and enrollment
management, facilities, programs
}and fimdraising.
"Basically, we would be decid-
ing what we want our graduates
to look like," Philpott said. "What
should they know? What should
they value? What skills do they
have? We would be very specific
on articulating those goals."
If the review does happen, a
broad committee would be select-
edto provide input and discussion
for the process.
I think the Core is
good for people who
don't know what they
want to major in.
Rachel Yorkston
Senior
"We don't want this to be a
committee that goes into a cor-
ner and designs a new Core cur-
riculum," Philpott said. "We want
broad buy-in on this. We want to
be able to point to this and say
that this is the flagship program
ofour university thatreally reflects
our mission."
Students will likely have a voice
in this process.
"(Students) spend a lot of time
sitting in class," Philpott said.
"And they have a lot of knowl-
edge about what works for them
and what doesn't work for them
educationally. We don't want this
to be a bunch of hoops they have
to jumpthrough."
Some students do in fact feel
they have taken classes for reasons
they didn't quite understand.
"I feel like I had to take a lot of
courses I didn't really need," said
Greta Stickney, senior creative
writing major. "I wouldn't have
taken biology ifI weren't required
to, and I actually really enjoyed
that class."
Overall this will be a long pro-
cess, due to begin more officially
in three to four months, and ac-
cording to Philpott it will be a
very Jesuit process as well—full of
reflection and analysis.
"The Jesuits have always been
interested in adapting their mis-
sion to other cultures to best
suit them," Philpott said. "We
are going to have to do the same
now, figuring out how do we
best adapt this Core to suit this
new generation."
Kelton can be reached at
ksears@su-spectator.com
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everyday is space,"
Spencer said.
The current book-
store lacks a loading
dock and the stores warehouse is
located several blocks offsite, sonew
merchandise mustbe brought in by
hand from afar.
The counterproposal, de-
signed by Lopez, includes a plan
for remodeling the building and
another plan for an entirely new
22,000 square-foot bookstore on
12thAvenue. Lopez's plan—titled
"The Store of the Future"—would
include a convenience store, cos-
metics counter, expanded clothing
section, credit Union, mailing cen-
ter, an expanded selection ofbooks
and a coffee bar. Lopez projects this
new building would cost between
$5 million and $6 million.
Spencer said that for a plan like
this one to reach completion, the
administration must be involved
and ready to be fully financially
invested in the plan.
"People seem to think it's all
about money," said Ron Smith, vice
president for finance and business
affairs. "It's about having a book-
store we're proud of."
Smith is unsure a new bookstore
is entirely practical at this point in
time. He said he is looking for
cost effective suggestions from
Tom Byrne of Campus Bookstore
Consulting to improve the current
bookstore in the interim.
Part of the consultants analy-
sis process included conducting
student focus groups, asking ques-
tions about customer satisfaction
and determining how frequently
students use the bookstore.
According to Clare Monahan,
junior biology major and focus
groupparticipant, one of the major
findings was that since the book-
store began offering textbook ISBN
numbers online, students have been
able to conduct price comparisons
of used books and have found
little difference on other Web
sites. According to the Bookstore
Advisory Committee, used books
were the only area where the book-
store saw an increase in sales last
year. Nearly 7 percent more used
books were sold last year than' in
previous years, despite seeing an 8
percent decrease in total business.
The focus group tried to help
the consultant determine which
students do or do not shop at
the bookstore and offered com-
ments on what they would like
to see improved. According to
Monahan, a common concern was
getting more natural light into the
bookstore, which currently has
no windows.
Students Against Outsourcing
SU Bookstore, the student group
whose activism in part led to the
creation of the advisory committee,
has gained more than 300 members
on its Facebook page.
However, some students remain
uninformed of the discussion.
Margaret Debelius, sopho-
more civil engineering major,
told The Spectator while she was
shopping in thebookstore that she
hadn't heard about the Bookstore
Advisory Committee or about
the possibility of the bookstore
being outsourced.
"I tend to buy most of my
books online anyway," Debelius
said.
Jenny Ling, a first year law
student, had not heard about the
discussion, either. But she said she
was concerned that if an outside
company like Barnes and Noble
took control of the store, it would
mean higher prices.
"They're trying to make 'X'
amount of profit, which might
not be good for the students,"
Ling said.
Byrne might submit his analysis
as early as this week, which would
allow the Advisory Committee
to make a decision by the end of
fall quarter.
Frances can be reached at
fdinger@su-spectator.com.
The upgrade could
include a convenience
store, more books
and a coffee bar.
They're trying to make
'X' amount of profit,
which might not be
good for the students.
JennyLing
Law Student
Health-care reform raises questions of racism
Carolyn Huyiih
OMA hosts Courageous Conversation on discrimination
in health-care reform plan.
Staff Writer
Universal health care has been
covered intensely in the media—
but some Seattle University faculty
and students think the deep-rooted
issue of racism has been overlooked
in the debate.
To tackle this topic, the Office
of Multicultural Affairs and the
Diversity and Equity Education
Program hosted a Courageous
Conversation.
Monitored by DEEP leaders,
Seattle University students gath-
ered to discuss, debate and provide
possible solutions to the unspoken
holes in Obama's proposed health-
care plan. Though Obama has yet to
say race and class play huge factors in
the debate, students are already fully
aware of it.
"This is a really important issue,
there isn't enough coverage on it,"
said Carlos Reyes, sophomore pre-
major and member ofDEEP.
The talk provided an open fo-
rum for students to discuss the
racial implications that may come
along with health-care reform.
Some students felt that, like educa-
tion, health care is a fundamental
human right.
"1 thought the talkwas very inter-
esting and informative," said Alaina
Schultz, sophomore international
studies major. "It reflected the mor-
als ofSeattle U verywell, and I think
most college campuses should pro-
mote talks like this more because it
pertains to everyone."
[Racism in health care]
is a really important
issue, and there isn't
enough coverage on it.
Carlos Reyes
Sophomore
The discussion asked students to
consider if Obama was compromis-
ing America's values and if the pos-
sibility ofpleasing everyone should
be a priority—theespecially when
oppression was at stake.
Race and class can allow fragmen-
tation to occur and prevents alliances
among minorities, the poor and
the privileged.
The elephant in the room is sim-
ple, but looming at the same time:
Obama is black. Students discussed
that although Obama is avoiding
pulling the race card, his proposed
plan will continue to escalate the
gap between the middle and upper
class and the lower class—which
includes many minority citizens.
And if the proposal goes through,
an estimated 12 million undocu-
mented immigrants living in the
U.S. will be seen as undeserving of
free healthcare.
"The plan will not cover undocu-
mented immigrants and it will leave
out a lot of people who do a lot of
work and won't get coverage," said
Monica Nixon, director of OMA.
"We need to open the door and
support expansion of government
health care."
While there is much denial on
the idea of racism involved in the
health-care debate, the unspoken
tension is very thick. Toward the end
of the talk, ideas were raised on how
to create alliances—one possibility
would be through young and active
college students.
We need to open
the door and
support expansion of
government heath care.
Monica Nixon
OMA Director
"Students are an untapped voice
that can bring about change and pro-
mote awareness starting on their very
own campus," said Sabrina Chen,
DEEP member and senior social
work major. . "Open debates like
Courageous Conversations provide
anenvironment that is respectful and
mindful of other's opinions and is
leading theway for awareness and the
ability to exchange ideas peacefully."
Carolyn can be reached at
chuynh@su-spectator.com
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
The Office of Multicultural Affairs' Courageous Conversations series featured a talk on racism in health
care Thursday.
Proposal for $5 million bookstore meets opposition
news su-spectator.com/news4 af
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university hiring
Noel-Levitz, a pri-
vate consulting firm,
to aid in making
freshman enrollment selections
this summer.
With a new outside market-
ing firm on the scene—and no
McKeon at the helm-—some wor-
ried Seattle U wouldn't retain a
holistic admissions approach.
Lloyd Thacker, the direc-
tor of Portland nonprofit ad-
vocacy group The Education
Conservancy, told the Seattle
Times Saturday that firms like
Noel Levitz are hired to increase
the SAT scores and affluence of
incoming students.
But Crawford said Seattle U
will continue to use a multidi-
mensional admissions criteria
thattake into account prospective
students' accomplishments and
life experiences.
"We're not changing ourfocus
on a holistic assessment," hesaid.
"There will be no mission shift,
no change."
While the university fell
short of reaching its first-year
student admissions goal of 825
freshman by nine percent this
year, Seattle U saw increases
in continuing, transfer and
graduate students.
"I'm very happy with this years
incoming class of 747 bright,
talented and diverse students,"
Crawford said.
Total university enrollment
rose by 150 students this year.
Crawford said the university
would not shy away from enroll-
ing students from disadvantaged
backgrounds.
"We look forward to continu-
ing our long standing admissions
approach of making Seattle U
available to students regardless of
need," he said.
The average amount of money
Seattle U gives back to students
through merit and need-based
aide is 37.5 percent of their edu-
cation costs.
Crawford said the univer-
sity will resource the $43 mil-
lion raised for new scholarships
in the recently completed cam-
paign to draw more under-
privileged students to Seattle
U, where four years of tuition
totals $98,460.
"[Money from the Capital
Campaign] will be directly used
as financial aide to offset thecosts
associated with their education,"
he said.
Still, Ron Smith, vice president
offinance and business affairs, said
he anticipates Seattle Us tuition
will likely go up next year.
He predicts the increase will
be comparable to this year's 3.8
percent rise in tuition—the low-
est tuition rise at the university
in a decade.
Smith said about 80 percent
ofSeattle U's yearly budget comes
from students' tuition dollars,
however the university has be-
gun to explore alternative sources
ofrevenue.
"We're hoping to start the
trend the other way," he said,
"where we don't have to depend
on student tuition as much."
To raise money, the university
may offer more summer classes,
rent out facilities for conferences,
or host more overnight camps
when school is not in session,
Smith said.
In the meantime, Crawford
said he looks forward to build-
ing a national reputation for
Seattle U.
"We'll continue to seek an in-
tellectually excellent and diverse
student body," he said.
Katie can be reached at
kfarden@su-spectator.com
We're not changing
our focus on a holistic
assessment. There will
be no mission shift.
Isiaah Crawford
Provost
Enrollment
7J51
Total enrollment this
year, up 150from
last year
747
Total freshman
enrollment this year,
down 141 from
last year
52
Percent of students
last year who identify
as Caucasian
Tuition
$1,074
Rise in tuition cost
from last year,
the lowest tuition
increase at SU in
10years
Provost to
work with new
consulting firm
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Graduate School is not for the feint of heart
Mars Hill Graduate School is no exception to that rule.
MHGS has invited me to step out of my comfortable theology and reformed
my faith in a beautiful way. As a result, I have found new strengths and come to
cherish profound weakness. I am learning to listen well, speak truth, and to do
so with the humility that comes from loi/ing the story ofmy gifts and failure.
Abigail jimenez • 3rd year Master of Divinity Student
MARS Hill Visitation Weekend • November 13-14
Graduate School Hear our story. Share your own. Experience MHGS. |
v* 11>/ text.soul.culture. Registeratmhgs.edu/experience
Seattle's School ofPsychology and Theology.
Offering three master degree programs:
counseling psychology • divinity • christian studies
Seattle, wa. • rnhgs.edu
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Students invest
$250k of SU fund
Ryan Disch
BUSINESS SCHOOL
Seattle U is first university
in NW to start student-run
investment fund
Staff Writer
The finance department of the
Albers School ofBusiness has en-
trusted a quarter of a milliondollars
in investment money to a group of
six students.
Known as the Redhawk
Investment Fund, the money will
be chiefly managed by six Albers
students, picked from AIC leader-
ship positions, who aim to grow the
fund as much as possible.
Four years ago, Dean Joseph
Phillips and David Carrithers, fi-
nance professor, came together and
wrote a proposal to the board of
trustees asking for capital to start up
a student-run investment fund.
Six students—Lawrence Lee,
Randy Espinosa, NatalieWhitmore,
Rodney Brewster, Kevin Mooers and
Ashley Zielke—form the executive
committee for the Redhawk Fund,
which will eventually include 20 to
30 other members who will serve
under the executive committee.
The Redhawk Fund student in-
vestors will be treated as every other
investment team hired by Seattle
University. They will be reviewed in
three years byRon Smith, vice presi-
dent offinance and business affairs.
This group ofstudents receives
an approximate 4 percent commis-
sion. The Redhawk Fund investors
will decide how to- distribute this
commission, be it for scholarships
or other educationalpurposes.
According to Carrithers, more
than 400 universities across the
nation have student-managed in-
vestment funds, some of which
handle assets of $30 million or
more. Seattle U, however will be
one of the first schools to offer stu-
dents the opportunity to control
sizeable university investments in
the Northwest.
To gain research and training for
the fund, the students attended a
conference for student investment
managers in Dayton, Ohio.
"We attended the confer-
ence and sessions, scoping out
what other [groups] were doing,"
Brewster said.
After the conference, the group
wrote a 15-page proposal ask-
ing the university to manage an
investment fund.
"Not many people are going to
give 20-year-olds responsibility over
a fund," Zielke said. The university
handed over the $250,000 fund to
the students on Oct. 1.
The group of young investors
already feels the pressure and re-
sponsibility of managing a large
investment fund.
"This is different than class,"
Redhawk Fund adviser and finance
professor RubenTrevino said. "This is
money that the universityhas raised,
including scholarships and all that is
needed to run the university."
Lee isconfident in his investment
team's integrity.
"Weare responsible for everything
we do," he said. "Every decision we
make will be scrutinized. We want
to be responsible as investors and
SU students."
Carrithers has strong confidence
in the students' abilities to grow the
fund, given the AJC's strong show-
ing during theDA Davidson invest-
ment challenge.
In the DA Davidson challenge,
AIC beat 25 other schools from
around the Northwest, including
the University ofWashington and
Gonzaga University.
Seattle Us AIC gained a 16 per-
cent rate of return, outperforming
the stock market by 31 percent.
Unlike the DA Davidson fund,
which returns to $50,000 every year,
the Redhawk Fund will continue
to amass money—or lose funds—
indefinitely. Students are given free
reign to invest the money where they
see most appropriate.
Every decision
we make will be
scrutinized. We want
to be responsible.
Lawrence Lee
Senior
"They can do whatever the want,
but they are smart enough to set up
limits," Carrithers said.
According to Carrithers, the fo-
cus of the student investments will
be on equities. Students may also
use bonds as a safe strategy.
"We're looking for low-risk,
long-term earning strategies with
companies that have strongreturns,"
Brewster said.
Lee added the students would
also likely invest inwell-known com-
panies like Coca-Cola and Krugers.
The group will measure their suc-
cess against the growth of the S&P
500.
"Our goal is to beat the market,"
Lee said.
Though there will be much pres-
sure to grow the fund both inside
and outside of Albers, the student
investors will work with several de-
partments andfaculty, including the
Finance Advisory Board.
Carrithers said that despite the
guidance the university will pro-
vide Redhawk Fund investors, the
students still held the final say in
investment decisions.
"They have a lot of resources
but at the end of the day they have
to make the decision," Carrithers
said. "They alone have to pull the
trigger."
Despite the responsibilities and
pressure, the group is excited at the
prospect of being one of the first
Northwest schools' teams to have a
student run investment fund.
"It's like the Albers Finance
Department is going D-I," Whitmore
said.
Ryan can be reached at
rdisch@su-spectator.com
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Back to school special!
Seattle University Students 0n1y...
Buy 100 minutes for SIOO
That's 200 minutes you can use in any of our high performance beds!
fhat's 15% OFF!!?
Good through Nov. 15, 2009
Please bring valid Seattle University ID to receive this exclusive deal.
Solar Tan is conveniently located (right across the street)
We're above the QFC... By Bartell Drugs
Solar Tan
1424 Harvard Ave
Seattle, Wa. 98122
206.325.5331
www.SolarTanSeattle.com
Rot ready
fortheLSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours ofclass time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.
www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,lDand Steven Klein
The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle
206-524-4915
opened Oct. 14 and
ended Oct. 16at 11:59
p.m.
This fallelection was
one of the first in recent history to
have every position contested. As
many as seven candidates were vy-
ing for a position.
"It was so encouraging to see
so many candidates," said ASSU
President Jesse David.
Senior strategic communica-
tions major Kenny McCray de-
feated sophomore Mark Maddox
for at-large representative by
169 votes.
McCray said he sees Seattle
University going through consid-
erable growth and wants to open
communication between university
administrators and students.
"I want to have talks with ad-
ministrators aboutwhat thatgrowth
means," he said.
Freshmen Morgan Mushlitz
and Lin Wilson were both elected
as freshmen representative against
five other candidates in the race.
This year, ASSU decided to have
two freshmen representatives while
eliminating theresidential represen-
tative position, a move theorganiza-
tion hopes will give freshmen more
ofa voice.
Lin and Mushlitz, who both live
a few doors apart on Campion 12,
were separated by just seven votes.
Both said they will be working on
opening the stairwells of Campion
Hall for use by students. Mushlicz
also hopes toput change machines in
the residence hall laundry rooms.
The freshmen race had one
candidate disqualified for several
campaign violations after voting
began and another wanted to drop
out, which is not allowed. David
declined to name those candidates
but did say that the disqualified
candidates namewas on the online
ballot receiving votes throughout
the three-day election.
In the nontraditional represen-
tative race, Paul Hale, sophomore
philosophy major, defeatedZachary
Fuentes by 21 votes.
Hale, an Armyveteran, said he
hopes to createabetter environment
for people returning to school. He
also hopes to work toward bringing
child care services to campus.
Matthew Mauer beat out
Carlos Sibaja-Garcia by 119 votes
in the transferrepresentative race.
Mauer, a junior public affairs ma-
jor who transferred from Tacoma
Community College this year, said
he hopes to educate transfers and
freshmen about the technology on
Seattle Us campus.
Training for the candidates be-
gan Tuesday, and ASSU will be on
a staff retreat this weekend.
Joshua can be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
NY Times writer calls city's attention to women's rights
Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor
Nicholas Kristof began his career
backpacking around Africa and Asia
as a student, writing articles when he
needed money. Since then, the two-
time Pulitzer Prize-winning writer
and New York Times columnist has
done things for his job most people
wouldn't consider.
Kristof toured the Middle East,
covered the genocide in Darfur and
even bought two girls from a brothel
for one controversial 2004 piece on
the sex-trade.
Now the Oregon native is back
in the Northwest to kick offa series
of events focused on global health
and development issues. His issue
this time:
How women's equality is nec-
essary for a successful worldwide
economy.
"In this century, the paramount
moral challenge is going to be gen-
der equity throughout the world,"
Kristof said.
The series, started by the World
Affairs Council of Seattle, will in-
clude high-profile speakers open to
the public as well as community
programming.
We want to bring in
as many authentic
voices as possible.
Autumn Lerner
World Affairs Council
"Our goal is to bring in as many
authentic voices as possible-leaders
or heads of state from particular
countries or people who are doing
work on the ground," said Autumn
Lerner, vice president of the World
Affairs Council ofSeattle.
The series was kicked offThursday
night with a special lecture and Q&A
session with the man many leaders
say is the moral conscience of the
current generation of journalists.
KristoPs columns focus on issues of
poverty, global health and human
rights in the developing world.
Although he is an American jour-
nalist, Kristof has done much ofhis
reporting on the ground overseas.
He's reported on six continents, lived
on four, reported in six and traveled
to more than 140 countries, all 50
states, every Chinese province and
every main Japanese island.
While in Seattle, Kristof met ex-
clusively with 60 local high school
teachers as part of theWorld Affairs
Council ofSeatde's GlobalClassroom
Program, speaking about his experi-
ences in Darfur and Sudan. The
program was created to encourage
integration of international issues
into curricula.
"That fills a gap in Washington
education," Lerner said.
Even though Seattle is a very
international community, the state
education has been criticized for not
being international enough.
Kristof s Thursday night lecture
focused specifically on how issues of
women's empowerment affect eco-
nomic and social development on
the whole.
His recent book written with
wife Sheryl WuDunn, "Half
the Sky: Turning Oppression
into Opportunity for Women
Worldwide," tells stories of women
in the developing world who have
survived childbirth complications,
sex slavery, having acid thrown on
their faces and other dramatic, all-
too-common experiences.
Kristof argues in his book that
women empowerment is not only
important for the progress ofhuman
rights but also essential to economic
progress, citing the recent rise of
women working in factories in China
(as opposed to not working at all) as
one case that has led to greater eco-
nomic prosperity.
"The question is not whether we
can afford to educate girlsbut wheth-
er we can afford not to," hesaid.
Indeed, Kristof emphasized
opportunities to take action, not
only among people in developing
nations themselves but in more
privileged nations.
"Ifthe U.S. also made clear that
trafficking in India was a problem,"
he said. "We can raise the salience of
these issues," he said.
He said study abroad was one
opportunity for students to better
understand global issues and encour-
aged students to travel to less popular
host countries.
"A weakness in the American
university system is not encouraging
students to experience these things,"
he said. "Hordes ofstudents flock to
Italy [for study abroad]."
In spite of theemotional and crit-
ical nature ofKristof s talk, audience
members responded with feelings of
hope and inspiration.
"I walked away feeling incred-
ibly hopeful about the future of the
world," said Cally Hennig, senior po-
litical science major, "but also with
a grave understanding ofhow much
work there is to be done. We take
that for granted in a country where
women do have equal rights and
nearly equal access to the opportu-
nities that men do."
Hennig said she was inspired by
KristoFs work and lecture and that
the topics of the night struck her as
particularly important.
"When you're looking at issues
like femicide or sex trafficking, that's
what it is," Hennig said. "It's a justice
issue, not just a women's issue."
Mary Pauline can be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
Mary Pauline Diaz | The Spectator
Nicholas Kristof visited Town Hail to discuss the importance of empowering women not only for a healthy
society, but also for a successful economy. Kristof is a Pulitzer Prize-winning New York Times columnist.
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The Seattle University Marksmanship Club
Shooting Schedule
2009-10 Academic Year
Fall Term Winter Term Spring Term
Friday, Oct. 9 Friday, Jan. 15 Friday, April 9
Sunday, Oct. IS Friday, Jam. 29 Sunday, April 18
Friday, Oct. 23 Sunday, Feb. 7 Friday, April 23
Friday, Nov. 6 Friday, Feb. 26 Friday, May 21
Friday, Nov. 20 . Friday, Mar. 12 Friday, June 4
Transportation to the gun range leaves from the front of fieltarmine Hall.
Firearms, ammunition, safety equipment, and instruction are provided.
Annual Membership Dues: $35.00
For Information about Membership Contact a Club Officer:
Co-presidents — Christin Carroll & Arthur Dodek
Treasurer & Transportation Secretary — Wilfred Nnorom
Publicity Secretary — Zach&riah Kamla
Club Photographer — Kyra De Silva
http://students.seattleu.edu/clubs/marksmanshlp
■■■■■■
Accident
October 148:00 a.m.
Public Safety received a report
from an employee that a vendor's
delivery truck struck a light pole
on the 11th Avenue mall near the
east entrance of Pigott. No inju-
ries were reported. Facilities was
notified of the damaged light.
Medical Assist
October 149:00 a.m.
A Bon Appetit employee con-
tacted Public Safety about a
female student who had fainted
inside the Cherry Street Market.
Public Safety and Seattle Fire
Department responded. The
student was transported to a lo-
cal hospital for further evaluation.
Narcotics
October 14 8:50 p.m.
Public Safety observed
narcotic paraphernalia on
the second level, northwest
stairwell landing of the
Murphy Garage. The items
were collected and disposed
of in a biohazard container.
Graffiti
October 16 2:30 a.m.
A Public Safety officer on patrol
found graffiti on the emergency
phone tower located at 10th & E.
Columbia. A clean up workorder
was filed with Facilities.
Auto Prowl
October 16 2:30 p.m.
A staff member reported dis-
covering damage to their vehicle
window two days prior to the
report and that someone may
have attempted to break a win-
dow on thevehicle. Public Safety
was advised that access was not
gained to thevehicle.
Malicious Mischief
October 18 1:00 p.m.
Public Safety observed three
graffiti markings written in gold
permanent marker. Public Safe-
ty documented the incident and
submitteda work order to have
themremoved.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
et cetera
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■■HBB ARTS & CRAFTS
Do it yourself!
Don't waste your hard earned dough on an
overpriced an birthday gift. Don't call a plumber
to repair that leaky sink. And don't buy a new
pair of jeans when your favorite pair rips in the
crotch. Make it, fix it, or mend ityourself! Learn
the ins and outs ofbasic home repairs and craft-
making this Thursday at "Recessionomics: Just
Do it (Yourself)!" Hosted by the Museum of
History & Industry, the 90 minute workshop's
line up of guest speakers includes Woodland
Park Zoo's former head carpenter Pat Egan
and craft extraordinaire Wendy Sloneker, who's
taught creativity classes across the nation and
was KidsQuest Museum's 2008 Artist-in-Action.
Amy Duncan, co-author of"The Salvage Studio
- Sustainable Home Comforts to Organize,
Entertain, and Inspire," will give a crash-course
on how to weave sustainability into handmade
home decor. Museum of History & Industry
2700 24th Ave E, 6:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m., $7
suggested donation or pay-what-you-can at the
door, seattlehistory.org. «
RTTB CONVENTION
I Steamcon
Party like it's 1899! Steamcon, the inaugu-
ral steampunk symposium in Seattle, will be a
celebration of all things Victorian with a sci-fi
twist! Attendees can expect a vendors' bazaar,
exhibitions ofsteam technology, etiquette les-
sons, gun modification demonstrations and a
visit from science-fiction author, Tim Powers.
Oct. 23 to 25, Seattle Airport Marriott, $45
admission for the entire weekend.
RVTS LECTURE
| Zen Seminar On Healing
Seattle University students and communi-
ty members are in for a treat when the Casey
Atrium is converted into a de facto Zen temple
for an all-day seminar on the Soto Zen tradi-
tion of Buddhism. The event will begin with
an introduction to the themes of Soto Zen by
Kosho Itagaki, director of the North West Zen
BLOG.SU-SPECTATOR.COM
Community and theBellevue Zen Center, and
will continue all day with a series of presenta-
tions and discussions that will open the attend-
ees' "True Dharma Eyes." The seminar will fea-
ture a talkby Jason Wirth, associate professor of
philosophy and the leader ofSeattle U's weekly
meditation sessions, and will host a presenta-
tion by special guest Reverend Taiten Kaneta,
Zen Master of the Soto Zen Temple Tsudai-ji
in Kurihara, Miyagi, Japan, who is flying to
Seattle specifically for the event. The day will
be focused around two primary aspects of the
tradition: its ability to address issues of spiri-
tual and physical health and its capacity to to
engage in social justice issues. The event is open
to everyone, and admission is free. Beginners,
occasional participants and seasoned Zen prac-
titioners alike are encouraged to attend; after
all, the Zen Mind and the Beginner's Mind are
not so very far apart! Registration for the event
begins at 9 a.m.
Rffm FILM
I Crude
This investigative documentary by filmmak-
er Joe Berlinger ("Brothers Keeper," "Paradise
Lost," "Metallica: Some Kind ofMonster") tells
the incredible story of one of the largest and
most controversial legal cases of all time. The
film is an inside look at the infamous $27 bil-
lion "Amazon Chernobyl" case. "Crude" is the
true story ofa legal dramarevolving around the
environmental movement, global politics, celeb-
rity activism, human rights advocacy, multina-
tionalcorporate power and rapidly-disappearing
indigenous cultures. This award-winning film
examines a complex situation from all angles,
all the while bringing a storyofhuman suffering
and evironmentalism to center stage. Showtimes
are at 2:10 p.m., 4:30, 7:00 and 9:20 p.m. on
Oct. 25 at the Varsity Theatre, 4329 University
Way. Student admission is $8.25.
■■■■■■ LECTURE
■Hill Memoirs of a Holocaust
m|| Survivor
SEAC welcomes Holocaust survivor Josh
Gortler. After the end ofWorld War 11, Gortler
came to America at the age of 16 and went on
to receive a Bachelors of Arts in psychology
and Masters in social work and administration.
Come hear one of the youngest Holocaust sur-
vivors speakabout his experiences in the Student
Center 160. 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Free.
E7TT3 FILM
BIM Michael Jackson: This
|Ufjf! is it!
After every major news network's extensive
coverage of Michael Jackson's death this sum-
mer, Columbia Pictures decided Jackson fans
wouldbe dying to see a film drawing from more
than one hundred hours of behind-the-scenes
footage. See the advanced screening ofMichael
Jackson's "THIS IS IT" Oct. 27 at 6:30 p.m.,
Pacific Place, 600 Pine Street.
BLOOD DRIVE
I Save a life.
The Puget Sound Bloodbank will be visit-
ing the Bellarmine Hall turn around Oct. 28.
Make a donation appointment at the bank's
website: http://www.psbc.org and make a dif-
ference. The "blood bus" Bellarmine Turn
Around, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. with a lunch break
from 12:20 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Admission:
your blood. Don't forget your free juice
and cookie!
Image courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment
Album artwork from the soundtrack of
"THIS IS IT."
Obama OKs state medical marijuana laws
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
In a big win for states' rights and
potheads alike, it was announced
Sunday night that the Obama ad-
ministration would no longer seek
to arrest medical marijuana users or
suppliers as long as they conform to
state laws.
Two Justice Department officials
described thepolicy to the Associated
Press, saying prosecutors will be told
it's not a good use of their time to
prosecute people who provide medi-
cal marijuana in states where the drug
is allowed.
Today, 14 states allow medical
marijuana in some aspect: Alaska,
California, Colorado, Hawaii,
Maine, Maryland, Michigan,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont
and Washington. Some states have
a much more relaxed atmosphere
than others, California usually seen
as having the least stria rules. It's the
only state with widespread dispen-
saries, essentially "marijuana stores"
where one can purchase plant mari-
juana as well asTHC in many, many
other forms.
This policy is a 180 from theBush
administration's, which continued
to heavily police legitimate medical
growers and distributors, especially
in California. Supporters have long
argued that the decision to allow
medical marijuana should remain a
states' issue, and the federal govern-
ment was abusing its powers by ar-
resting these legitimate businessmen
and sick people.
A memo is expected to be sent out
Monday to federal prosecutors in the
14 states that allow medical mari-
juana, as well as to topDEA and FBI
officials, according to the AP story.
The memo supposedly empha-
sizes that prosecutors have wide dis-
cretion in choosing which cases to
prosecute, and says it is not a good
use offederal manpower to prosecute
cases that are obviously in compliance
with state law.
At the same time the government
will still prosecute dealers who use
medical marijuana as a cover for other
illegal activity. The memo particularly
warns that some suspects may hide
harder drug dealing or other crimes
behind a medical marijuana business.
It will be interesting to see where
the Obama administration takes this
policy. IfCalifornia legalizes weed for
everyone, will they still stay out of the
states' business? Ifa precedent like that
is set, we may see large-scale legaliza-
tion sooner than we ever thought.
Angelo can be reached at
acarosio@su-spectator.com
Photo via Lisa Jack
Young Barack Obama smokes a cigarette.
8faf October 21,2009
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Campus Voice:
Who do you support
in the Seattle mayoral
race?
"Both McGinn and Mallahan
say things I like and both of
them say things I don't like. I
am planning on voting, but' I
need to read up more on their
politics and policies."
"I like McGinn for three reasons.
The unions support him, he's
against theAlaska Way Viaduct
tunnel, and he's done a lot of
grassroots community work.
But I like themboth. They seem
to agree on a lot of issues."
"McGinn seems to have a better
understanding ofwhat Seattle
really needs."
"I support McGinn. Homelessness is a visible problem and
unemployment rates are at unprecedented levels in Seattle. I am
intrigued by McGinn's innovative ideas to reduce both homelessness
and unemployment via green jobs. I like that he is tackling both
social and environmental problems. Two birds with one stone."
Interviews and photos by Sonya Ekstrom
Jacquiline Blanco
Junior, International Economic Development
Grant Hendrix
Freshman, Premajor
Dale Knudsen
Junior, Philosophy
Jessica Gordon
Junior, Education
October 21, 2009 et cetera af 9
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Mike
McGinn
One ofMike McGinn's most salient-—and often attacked—goals for his time as mayor is his plan
to provide every home and business in the city with a next-generation fiber optic Internet connection.
He says this step will increase Seattle's competitiveness and attract jobs.
McGinn also plans to improve the school system and, ifnecessary after two years, to take over for
the school board.
In termsoftransportation, McGinn has flip-flopped on his previous position to oppose the Viaduct
tunnel no matter what. He now says he will support the tunnel option if he is elected. He also wants
to expand the light rail and focus on local transit services.
McGinn's economic focus is on green jobs. He says the current
economic crisis is an opportunity both to create living wage jobs
and clean up the environment. McGinn flip_flopp©d
Housing is a priority for McGinn,
and he wants to make sure that peo- OPI his OppOSitiOPl
pie who work in Seattle can afford
to live here as well. He says this is Of tf~IG tUnDGI.
essential .to the city's economy and "a
ocial good worthy of the city's com-
mitted investment."
The issue ofhomelessness in Seattle has also been of particular
importance to McGinn. He plans to create a more effective way
of dealing with the problem. He also recognizes that Seattle
cannot fit every person "into the same doorway."
McGinn says neighborhoods are a top priority and says
:hat "neighborhoods are our soul."
Both Seattle's arts and culture and nightlife are impor-
tant to McGinn as revenue drivers and integral aspects
"living in Seattle, and he plans to support both.
Seattle's older population is another
area offocus for McGinn and he says he
wants to incorporate them into "charting
[the city's] course."
TrevorBrown | The Spectator
Which onefits Seattle
V
Seamus McKeon
Mayoral race coi
Additional reporti
Staff Writer
The mood was pensive Saturday as roughly 100 students and commu- ,
nity members filed into Pigott Auditorium for the Capitol Hill Community
Council's Seattle Mayoral Candidate Forum.
With just more than two weeks remaining before the general election, the
polls have been growing close in the race for the first new mayor ofSeatde since
Greg Nickels took office in 2002. While his two terms in office were marked
by solid economic growth, nationalrecognition as a fierce advocate ofpopular
Seattle issues such as the local ratification of theKyoto protocol, and the long-
awaited extension of the light rail system through downtown Seattle, Nickels
was cast out of the lot during the primaries, leaving the race to community
organizer Mike McGinn and T-Mobile executive Joe Mallahan.
Atone ofsupport for the former underdog was evident as community mem-
bers expressed their distaste for Mallahan, who spoke first at the forum Saturday
on a range ofissues stretching from public safety to economic growth.
Mallahan—who raised eyebrows earlier in the campaign when he financed
his bid for office with a $200,000 contribution ofhis own money—struck a
tone of pragmatism but caught the jeers of community members displeased
with a number ofhis positions. This was most notable when Mallahan spoke of
replacing the decrepitAlaskan Way Viaductwith a tunneland while explaining
his position on public education, which appeared sparse and underdeveloped
to audience members during the forums question and answer session.
Notably, Mallahan said he supports construction of a First Hill streetcar
line as long as it stays under its $120 million funding from Sound Transit.
Previously, Mallahan opposed the project.
Mallahan, however, is not without his share ofsupport.
Endorsed by more than a dozen labor unions, the bulk oflocal Democratic
offices, much of the Seatde law-enforcement community and Gov.Christine
Gregoire, Mallahan argued Saturdayfor stronger support ofbusinesses in Seattle
and a beefed-up holistic approach to crime in Seattle's many neighborhoods.
Mallahancited his working-class roots and Catholic commitment to social
justice as he argued for more responsible funding of police work and social
programs in Seattle's poorer areas.
"We need to drive efficiencies in everything we do and hold every piece of
the organization accountable, and that includes holding human service agen-
cies accountable to ensure the dollars we do spend have the greatest human
impact," he told The Spectator in a post-forum interview.
Mallahan, who wants to create incentives to attract business to Seattle, also
stressed the importance ofsupporting local job growth during therecession.
"I'd like to create incentives for businesses to locate in economically dis-
tressed neighborhoods," he explained. "National companies locate support
Key initiatives on the ballot
R-71
In May 2009, Gov. Christine Gregoire signed
the Engrossed Second Substitute Senate Bill 5688,
which expanded the rights and responsibilities
ofdomestic partners in the state of Washington.
Implementation of the bill has been put on hold,
waiting for the passing ofReferendum 71.
The filing ofa referendum is a common prac-
tice used to prevent the implementation of newly
signed laws. Citizens opposing ESSSB 5688 filed
signatures July25, 2009. The office of the Secretary
ofState confirmed that the signatures filed met the
minimumrequirement, which must equal at least 4
percent of the number ofvotes filed in the previous
gubernatorial election.
Under this law, marriage is still limited to one
man and one woman. However, the bill declares
that all domestic partners would receive the same
treatment as married spouses.
It states: "Any privilege, immunity,right, benefit,
or responsibility granted or imposed by statute,
administrative or court rule, policy, common law
or any other law to an individual because the indi-
vidual is or was a spouse, or because the individual
is or was an in-law in a specified way to another
individual, is granted on equivalent terms."
If R-71 is passed, the law would come into effect
immediately. If the referendum fails, it will not af-
fect previous domestic partnership legislation passed
in 2007 or 2008.
1-1033
Initiative 1033 is meant to limit the growth in
state, county and city revenues by the year 2015. The
initiative states that the limit would be adjusted ac-
cording to population growth and inflation. Voters
would have to approve spending of new revenue
that would exceed the set limits, otherwise, excess
revenue collected would be used to cut property
taxes. According to the governor's budget office, this
would mean $8 billion would be diverted from the
state to be used as property tax relief from 2011
to 2015.
The city of Seattle's budget office reported that
the passage of this initiative would mean the city
would have $150 million less in 2015. This would
bean approximately 15 percent decrease in thecity's
$1 billion projected budget for 2015.
The city budget office reported that the city's
budget deficit will begin to grow after 2010 if the
initiative passes.
The initiative was proposed by conservative po-
litical activistTim Eyman. Eyman has sponsored 15
initiativesand one referendum since 1998, though
he has never sought public office.
The Office ofFinancial Management released
a study illustrating that during the next five years
1-1033would take away $2.8 billion used through-
out the state for health care and education.
If passed, lawmakers could reverse the initiative
in two years with a majority vote.
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)omesto campus
eportingby Braden VanDragt and Frances Dinger
centers all over the United States and they tend to go rural when in fact there's
[a] great work force available in the city, and so I'd like to understand how we
can attract businesses."
nu-McGinn, a bike commuter who on Saturday opposed the costly tunnel
lity option but who changed his position Monday, spoke second to a more recep-
tive audience.
the "Mr. Mallahan has made that tunnel his highest priority in the race [...]
nee whichI thinkalso is a difference then on the type ofour ability to make thecity
ked open and accessible to everybody who lives here," McGinn toldThe Spectator,
ilar emphasizing his support for green transportation initiatives,
ng-Speaking ofhis history in civic involvement, the former lawyer-turned-com-
iels munity organizer quickly drew on the story ofhis transformationto his current
litypost and his subsequent calling to politics. The founder ofGreat City—a local
progressive union ofcommunity members and environmentalists—McGinn
:m- cited his family and his city as the reasons for his participation in the race,
day"I got into this race, I volunteered [...] because I love this city, and I care
about the future we build," McGinn told the crowd.
ced Indeed, it was this populist tone that seemed to resonate most with voters
;ka Saturday. Seatde University sophomore and former McGinn campaign intern
sedKatie Cain explained that the tone he set was the defining factor in drawing
sofher support.
ing "When I listen to a debatebetween McGinn and Mallahan, it's justevident
sedto me that you can see who's coming up with relevant answers to our city's
problems," she said.
:car Citing transportation, education and public safetyas her primary concerns
sit. in voting, Cain said it was Nickel's tough exterior, as opposed to McGinn's
openness, that drove the incumbent from the race during the primaries.
McGinn, who also claimed the support ofyoung voters as the winner ofa
iticmock-vote at the Youth Voters League GeneralElection Candidate Forum on
:ineMonday, summarized this contrast following Saturday's event.
ttle "I think what we're seeing between Mr. Mallahan and myself is a really
>ds. ifferent vision for Seattle's future," he said.
cial McGinn defined his stance on such Seatde's public education programs,
cial which he would take under the control of the Mayor's Office ifthey failed
to improve in the first years of his term. McGinn also emphasized his focus
;of n environmentally progressive solutions to the city's transportation needs,
en- while Mallahan stressed a more pragmatic approach to this and other issues
lanto accommodate Seattle's struggling businesses and rising crime rate in the
midst ofthe economic crisis.
tlsoAn Oct. 20 KING/Survey USA poll shows Mallahan ahead of McGinn
an.43 points to 36.
iis-
iortSeamus can be reached at smckeon@su-spectator.com
Trevor Brown | The Spectator
Joe
Mallahan
Having never held elected office, Joe Mallahan approaches government in a business-like manner.
Instead ofpolitics, he has spent 15 years managing a private business.
Mallahan applies this experience to government and wants to treat citizens as "customers" by hold-
ing the government accountable on spending and efficiency.
The environment is one area of focus and Mallahan says he will lead Seattle to "new heights in
protecting our environments and the planet."
According to Mallahan, a balance needs to be struck between fighting climate change and increas-
ing economic growth when looking at Seattle's transportation. He wants to improve roads and reduce
congestion by focusing on public transit as well as "alternate modes oftransportation."
The economy is of particular concern to Mallahan, and he says he will work to reverse the trend
of job loss and economic deterioration.
Mallahan does not elaborate on his plan for housing, other
than to say that people who work in Seattle shouldbe able to
Mallahan wants to treat live in Seattle.
Focuses on prevention of homelessness, job training and
citizens as customers housing are how Mallahan plans to deal with the
current transience problem. He also wants to be
and be accountable. "proactive about social service needs."
Mallahan wants to continue the city's
support for the arts. He recognizes
that the arts create community and plans to make the arts central to S
his administration.
Supporting seniors is another important part of Mallahan's plan.
He wants to ensure that Seattle is a "great place to grow old."
Mallahan also recognizes increasing crime rates and says he will try new
approaches to crime prevention. He also plans to confront the current state of
crime and wants to keep "our streets and homes safe."
The race for KC executive
Susan Hutchison
Susan Hutchison is a new contender in politics,
entering into her first political campaign as a can-
didate for King County executive.
Hutchinson defines herself as moderate, her key
issues being budget reform, job and economic recov-
ery, government accountability and reform, public
safety and the Howard Hanson Dam.
Ifelected, Hutchison plans to implement target-
ed budget cuts in the county. These cuts include a 12
percent reduction in each County Council members
$628,000 office budget and a 6 percent reduction
in the $9.3 million Council Administration budget.
Her Web site states that she hopes to "set budget
priorities that recognize the core mandatesofcounty
government as set by the state."*
Hutchison spent 20 years on-air with KIRO-TV
and has received five Emmys for writing, produc-
ing, documentaries and news reporting. Ending
her news career in 2002, Hutchison entered public
service in 2004. She became executive director of
the Charles Simonyi Fund for Arts and Sciences in
January 2004.
Hutchinson has been endorsed by The Seatde
Times, Seattle Symphony Music Director, Gerard
Schwarz and former Seattle Mayor Wes Uhlman,
amongothers.
Dow Constantine
Dow Constantine is well-versed in city and state
politics, having served in Washington's House of
Representatives, the state Senate and, most recent-
ly, as a King County Council Member. In January
2009, Dow was unanimously elected King County
Council Chair.
Constantine's campaign is founded on creating
new jobs in King County, environmental protec-
tion, public transportation reform, human rights
and economic reform. He has proposed al5 percent
overall minimum cut in the executive staffbudget as
well as a county-wide hiring freeze to "make King
County government leaner and more efficient as
all parties work to close the current budget gap."
Constantine has publicly stated his support for vot-
ing "yes" on R-71.
Apart from his political experience, Constantine
has served as an attorney for 19 years. He currently
resides in West Seatde with his wife and two "some-
what-spoiled" cats, according to his Web site.
Constantine has been endorsed by Seattle
Fire Fighters 27, The Stranger and King County
Paramedics among others.
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Photo book glorifies
punk rock 'loser-
dom' in Pacific NW
MUSIC
Matthew Martell
Managing Editor/Copy Chief
"Grunge? Bad name. Lame
name, actually. But kinda funny
in its lameness. That was the point,
to some degree."
And so begins "Grunge," a new
release by the Abrams Image pub-
lishing company.
Though the front cover clearly
notes that the work contains text
by legendary guitarist and Sonic
Youth frontman Thurston Moore,
"Grunge" is really more ofalengthy
and straightforward photo essay
by photographer Michael Lavine,
whose photographs of musicians
have appeared on the covers and
in the sleeves of several timeless
albums, ranging from Nirvana's
"Nevermind" and "In Utero" to
Outkast's "Stankonia" and Sonic
Youth's "Daydream Nation."
That said, Moore and Lavine's
collaboration feels both natural
and a bit too obvious, and Moore's
short introduction to the book
(which is in fact his only contribu-
tion to the book) is wholly usurped
when Lavine's street photography
emerges on page six and continues
to page 149.
Kurt Kobain and Robin
Pecknold both come off
looking like lumberjack-
troubadours.
But to Moore's credit, his in-
troduction does a near-perfect job
of capturing both the origins of
grunge music and its predominant
aesthetic in just five pages. He talks
about how grunge was a scene that
celebrated loser-dom, giving voice
to the alienated and outcast only
insofar as it provided them with
a forum for shamelessly touting
their latent un-coolness.
Moore's intro pits the fever-
pitched punk aesthetic ofthe grun-
ge scene against the followers of
"mainstream media mind-goop,"
a contextual understatement that
feels obvious but remains irrefut-
ably true no matter how one tries
to spin it. He also employs a sort
ofdead colloquial language, freely
inserting words like "squoob" and
"sleazoid" into his otherwise ver-
bose—and surprisingly eloquent—
rumination on the nature of the
grunge scene and the ways Lavine
managed to immortalize it with
his photography.
As for Lavine's contribution
to the book, his photographs are
disarmingly candid and pleasantly
devoid of subtext. They pin up
the punk rock aesthetic of '80s
era Seattle and Olympia like an
'Grunge' provides a nostalgic glimpse at
the era between punk and post rock
insect readied for dissection; with
Lavine's work, what you see is
what you get.
But fortuitously what the audi-
ence gets throughout "Grunge" is
an untarnished and non-inflated
view of the punk rock Pacific
Northwest. The realness of his
photographs make the isolationism
of the Portland-Seattle-Olympia
trifecta feel somehow worldly and
übiquitous even in that scene's
solidarity and exclusivity.
Even so, "Grunge" carriesadded
weight for residents of the Pacific
Northwest—especially those fa-
miliar with Seattle and its geogra-
phy—if only because Lavine's time
capsule retrospection demonstrates
a striking contrast between Seattle-
then and Seattle-now.
As articulated in Moore's intro
and echoed in Lavine's photo-
graphs, the University District's
University Avenue (better known
then and now as "The Ave") was
in the '80s a strip for punks and
freaks—an interesting thought
given its status today as a hovel for
yuppies and fashionistas. Likewise,
Moore's briefoverview of the early
days of Sub Pop (when the label
hosted acts like Nirvana, Fluid,
Mudhoney and GreenRiver) reads
as especially novel given the label's
most notable acts today (Fleet
Foxes, Beach House, Iron & Wine
and Band of Horses).
Incidentally, Moore contrib-
utes another quip that ties the
grunge movement of then with
the folkadelica of now: the pre-
dominance of flannel as a fashion
statement. It seems like a bizarre
bit ofinformation to include, but
when you think about it, Kurt
Cobain and Robin Pecknold
both come off looking like lum-
berjack-troubadours in their own
special ways.
Moore ends his introduc-
tion with a line that doubles
as the book's de facto mission
statement:
"What really mattered [for
those in the grunge movement]
was to be able to stare back at
the audience, the camera, and the
world, like a mirror challenging
you to break it."
In that sense, Moore and
Lavine's no-strings approach
to the grunge era is incredibly
refreshing.
The book makes no attempts to
philosophize the pervasive P**-off
attitude of the movement. Rather,
it captures it time and again in a
series ofstoically no-nonsense pho-
tographs. That Lavine's snapshots
are in black and white only serves
to clarify the contrast between the
hedonistic purity ofthe punk rock
lifestyle and the mainstream's fixa-
tion on falseness.
Matthew can be reached at
copy@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/entertainment12 af
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When? Oct. 23 - 24, 2009
Please note that you can register for all sessions or individual sessions.
Where? Microsoft Conference Center, Redmond, Wash.
Why? To bring together national and regional leaders to
discuss how to move beyond oil in transportation
while making our communities more sustainable.
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Register for the Conference*.
Visit www.cascadiacenter.org and click
"Upcoming Events" or
Contact Mollie Tschida at mollietodiscovery.org or
206-292-0401 ext. 111.
For transit information please visit
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The Microsoft Conference Center is located at 16070 NE 34th Way,
Redmond, Wash. The conference center is located close to the Overlake
Park & Ride and the Overlake Transit Center.
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Finding a place for the arts
in tne Mayor's office
Keiton Sears
POLITICS
Candidates weigh in on issues of art, nightlife
Staff Writer
I
This November 3rd, Seattlewill have the privilege ofelecting
as Mayor either Mike McGinn or Joe Mallahan, whose differ-
ences of opinion on budget, transportation and the viaduct
have been hot under Seatdeites' eyes. But what do these two
candidates thinkabout issues concerning the arts? Culture? That
crazy rock n' roll and hippity-hop music that all of these whip-
persnappers are doing the jitterbug to nowadays?
McGinn spoke to the importance of the arts in the mayoral
forum on Saturday in Seatde University's PigottAuditorium.
"Greenwood [where McGinn lives] has itscharms," McGinn
said, "but there's nothing to do at night. Capitol Hill does,
which is why it's such a desirable place to live."
Mallahan, also spoke on the subject at the forum.
"I think the arts are critical on so many levels," Mallahan said,
"We should do everything we can to promote it."
Oneof the major benefactors of the arts in Seatde is the Office
ofArt and CulturalAffairs. This government office's responsibili-
ties include "funding opportunities, initiatives and training for
organizations, individual artists, youth arts programs, neighbor-
hood and community groups," according to its website.
The Office returned a $12.3 million profit from the govern-
ment's $4.4 million investment in it, proving that it is indeed a
major economic driver in the city.
Both McGinn and Mallahan have promised to support the
OACA, albeit in slightly differentbut important ways.
McGinn's website details how in his plan, the OACAbudget
will be "almost entirelyfunded out ofAdmission Tax revenues."
The Admission Tax in Seatde is an extra charge collected for
admission to any entertainment establishment.
McGinn's site then explains that once the economic cri-
sis has been handled, city funding will return to the OACA
as well.
Joe Mallahan's website does not reveal a specific funding plan
for supporting the OACA, but possible insight into this was given
at the forum on Saturday.
"We have to be pragmatic [with the budget]" Mallahan said.
"Let me just say, the city's investment is always leveraged many
times over by private investment donors."
Another arts and culture issue facing Seattle is how to
handle nightlife.
Last Thursday, a debate was held in the Experience Music
Project on this very topic. Both candidates were scheduled to
speak, although Joe Mallahan cancelled his appearance a mere
45 minutes before the event was scheduled to begin, ruffling the
feathers of some organizers.
"We're less than happy about that, that he's not here," said
Ben London, one ofthe event's organizers. "We'll let Joe's absence
speak for itself."
McGinn plans to attack the problem oflate night drunkdriv-
ing by proposing that public transit like light rail and buses stay
accessible until 3 a.m., as well as talking with theLiquor Control
Board to stagger club closing times to reduce incidents after es-
tablishments close.
While Mallahan has not articulated a plan to combat drunk
driving, he has discussed consolidating the various depart-
ments involved in nightlife policy so that less confusion oc-
curs and more consistent information is delivered to the actual
entertainment establishments.
Another hot topic is the idea of"Cultural Overlays," which
provides incentives to developers building non-profit arts spaces
to enhance the character ofan area. Both Mallahan and McGinn
support the idea, which bodes well for the cultural aspects of the
city. Mallahans web site details how "multifamily zoning codes
need to be amended to encourage [...] opportunities for artist
live/work spaces, galleries and performance venues."
McGinn's statement accompanies his support of cultural
overlays with the notion that any "new development within
the proximity of an existing bar or club should be required to
build sound-proofing measures into their plans." This would
cut frequent noise complaints down by eliminating them from
thestart.
Overall, both candidates have similar platforms when it comes
to the arts, but they do differ in the details.
It's time to get nitpicky dear voter.
Kelton can be reached at ksears@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Public art, such as this sculpture on 10th Avenue,
depends on funding from government programs.
Mayor's office works toward 'City of Music'
Katy McCourt-Basham
StaffWriter
Film and music are two ofSeattle's biggest ex-
ports. For more than 40 years, artists from Seattle
have dominated local culture and the overall art
scene. Musicians of all kinds—from The Sonics,
to Quincy Jones, to Nirvana and Fleet Foxes—and
directors like Lynn Shelton ("Humpday") and
Robinson Devor ("Police Beat") have turnedheads,
garnering attention for the city itself.
As a result of the prevalence of these aspects of
the art scene in Seatdes culture, the Mayor's Office
ofFilm and Music was formed.
The Office ofFilm and Music is responsible
for many aspects of these local industries. One of
the office's most important duties is film licensing.
Hundreds of films have been made in Seattle, and
each needs to have special licensing to deal with
police, parking, and parks, among other things.
The officealso offers "film incentives" to encour-
age filmmakers to shoot in Seattle. These include
tax exemptions on vehicles, rental equipment and
hotels, as well as 30 to 70 percent offbelow-the-line
costs for films with budgets between $500,000and
$1 million.
Before this office was called the Mayor's Office
ofFilm and Music, itwas merely theMayors Office
of Film and Video. After a long-term study of the
economic and cultural impact ofmusic in Seatde,
the mayor's office (with a litde help from current
office director JamesKeblas) adjusted the priorities
of the office to include music.
This move allowed the city ofSeattle to have a
hand in an almost $ 1 billion-per-year local industry.
The Office ofFilm and Music helps musicians find
useful resources for everything from artisthealth care
to booking tours to licensing and distribution.
Much of the progress the Office ofFilm and
Music has made in the last couple ofyears has been
due to James Keblas, the office's current director.
Keblas is the founder of Seattle's all-ages ven-
ue The Vera Project and has also worked on the
Teen Dance Ordinance. Keblas strongly believes in
Seattle's importance as a film and music city. He
says that there are some obstacles, such as the city's
relative isolation from other metropolitan hubs, but
these have not put a damper on the city's relevance
and unique identity.
Keblas is also making an effort to try to de-
velop and improve the city's involvement in the
music scene.
"We're doing a lot with live music venues,"
Keblas said in an interview with the Puget
Sound Business Journal, "We're figuring out how
we can have more nightlife with people living
next door."
Katy can be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com
Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer
Seattle is a veritable musical Mecca.
From strong indielabels to great radio sta-
tions and a plethora ofvenues, musicians
and music lovers alike have been flooding
to the city for years.
Though the music community is
strong, city officials decided more could
be done. Last year, Seattle's Mayors office
ofFilm and Musicannounced the"Seattle
City of Music" initiative. This initiative
was established by office director James
Keblas and Mayor Greg Nickels to im-
prove Seatde's standing as a destinationfor
musicians. The initiative is organized into
three categories: CityofMusicians, City of
Live Music and City ofMusic Business.
The City ofMusicians includes a vision
of several big changes by the year 2020.
It aims to have music programs in every
city public school, have leading education
and performance in college and univer-
sity music programs, have teaching and
mentoring programs for musicians and
make housing more affordable for pro-
fessional musicians.
The City ofLive Music projects in-
creased access toconcert venues including
music festivals, more and improved facili-
ties for live music and increased tourist
connections with live music.
The City of Music Business expects
greater music-related job opportunities,
upkeepofcurrent music technology, busi-
ness investment mentoringand enhanced
tax incentives for music businesses.
These projects would be funded by the
Office ofArts and Cultural Affairs, which
receives funding from sources such as the
city's general fund and admission taxes.
In addition to their ideas to build a
stronger music community, the Seattle
City of Music awards ceremony is held
every year to honor those whose work has
contributed to Seattle's music culture.
This year's awards ceremony, hosted
at Showbox at the Market on Oct. 14th,
honored local musicians and organiza-
tions, including Seattle-born musician
QuincyJones. Sub Pop signees Fleet Foxes
were presented the "Breakthrough Award"
for their success in the last year and non-
profit radio station KEXP was presented
with the "Impact Award" for service re-
lated to music.
Katy can be reached at
kmccourt@su-spectator.com
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'Songbird' heals trauma victims with music
Katie Farden
MUSIC
Assistant News Editor
fc.
As soon as shesits down ata candle-lit table
in the dim, dark oak-paneled Ballard Eagles
lounge Sunday night, songwriter Robin Lane
starts nervously picking her fingernails.
"Hang on a second—I, I need to get some-
thing," she says, shaking stringy, dirty blonde
bangs out ofher eyes.
Lane, the former scruffy frontwoman of
the 1980s band The Chartbusters, scurries
across the thick maroon carpet to the other
side oftheroom. When she returns, she's light-
ly strumming an acoustic guitar with painted
flowers etched into the wood.
It's clear she's in her element now.
Though she's done her fair share of trav-
eling over the years—from a San Francisco
apartment where she helped band members
of Electric Flag shoot heroin into their veins,
to east coastrecording studios where she spent
long hours hammering out the melodies for
song lyrics written by female prisoners in state
penitentiaries—herguitar has always remained
a faithful companion on her hip.
Today Lane is the creative director and co-
founder ofSongbird Sings, a non-profit that
offers songwridng, recording and storytelling
workshops to victims of trauma.
"There is this thing in our culture," she
says, "that when something awful happens,
you don't talk about it. You bury it."
Songwriting, she says, helps workshop par-
ticipants excavate these painful experiences.
"People start to see that they hold
the key to their own healing," she
says. "Perhaps even more so than
a therapist."
Asurvivorofchildhood neglect, sexual vio-
lence and partner abuse herself, life has served
Lane her fair share ofpain.
She began facilitating songwriting sessions
for abused women and at-risk youth in 2001
through her Massachusetts-based "AWoman's
Voice" program.
Carla DeSantis, the founder of Rockgrl
Magazine—and the other halfof Songbird
Sings—held an exclusive question and answer
session with Lane titled "Love-Ins and Looney
Bins" Sunday night at the Ballard Eagles.
Perched on a barstool, Lane bravely shared
fragments ofher life.
She disclosed tales of her Los Angeles
youth spent scavenging coconut-covered
marshmallows from her neighbor's kitchen.
Her mother—a successful model and chronic
dieter-—never brought home groceries.
Lane revealed joyrides that led to a troubled
relationship with Neil Young, revisited fyer tu-
multuous marriage to Andy Summers—the
guitarist for the Police—and even dipped into
her "total psychotic break," in which she tried
to swallow her tongue during a Thorazine-
induced hallucination.
She also delved into her singing and song-
writing career.
"I was scared stiff," she remembers, when
she was a young, female artist emerging on
the Los Angeles folk-rock scene. "I couldn't
sing in front of other people. But in my heart
I knew that it was me."
Armed with musical influences like Laura
Niro, JulieLondon, and Ella Fitzgerald, Lane
mustered the strength to work through the
trepidation and self-doubt that colored her
early songwriting.
She moved to Cambridge, Mass. and
formed The Chartbusters, a 1980s grun-
ge band that overthrew the local Boston
music scene with a swift a coup d'etat of
throaty vocals and new age punk-y, yet
melodic, sounds.
The Chartbusters enjoyed great success:
they toured all over the nation and one of
their videos landed a slot in the first hour
of MTV.
But Lane hardly recounts her reign as a
female rock princess touring in the 1970s and
1980s as a glamorous rock and roll fantasy .
"It was fun, but it was hellish at the
same time," she says. "I could never go
on stage with another woman. It was so
unbelievably sexist."
When Lane discovered she was pregnant
with her daughter in 1982, she says she en-
countered even more stinging sexism in the
music industry.
"I would hear things like 'oh, she's done
for,'" she says. "Once you had a baby, that was
it in those days."
Lane lost her manager, her publisher, and
her contract with Warner Brothers Records
when she chose to have her daughter.
TodayLane focuses her energy on Songbird
Sings, a program that her and DeSantis hope
to expand in coming years.
"A Woman's Voice" will remain the hall-
mark program of Song Bird Sings, how-
ever DeSantis and Lane also plan to provide
workshops to war veterans and other victims
of trauma.
A second goal ofSongbird Sings, Lane says,
is to "teach the teachers."
Her and DeSantis will provide tutorials to
otherwomen aiming to be songwriting work-
shop leaders.
And whileLane may no longer pack local
Boston venues, she still books in-house con-
certs and performs at private shows.
She says she never knows when an op-
portunity to collaboratively write a song
will arise.
Sure enough, as she guides the audience at
"Love-Ins and Looney-Bins" through a con-
densed songwriting exercise, she pauses.
"Hey, where's my freakin' tape recorder?"
she asks the small crowd gathered around her
in a horseshoe ofleather-backed chairs, hum-
ming their original lyrics. "This is sounding
pretty good."
Katie can be reached at
kfarden@su-spectator.com
Clara Ganey | The Spectator
Singer-songwriter Robin Lane plays the Ballard Eagles lounge Oct. 17. Lane is the cre-
ative director for "Songbird Sings" a trauma recovery non-profit organization.
'Obama' musical makes U.S. premiere in Seattle
Carolyn K. Huynh
THEATER
Staff Writer
Yes we can. And yes they did. Somebody
made a play about the election of
Barack Obama.
"Sarah Palin from Alaska? We're Headed for
Disaster!" was the opening song from the musi-
cal comedy 'Obama on my Mind'.Written by
American crime writer and filmmaker Teddy
Hayes, the play centers around a small Obama
campaign office where the members' personal
lives intertwine with their job to raise money
for Obama's election campaign.
"Somebody had to make a play about
Obama, and I'm glad we were the first," said
directorJacqueline Moscou during her introduc-
tion speech on opening night.
The play begins with the announcement of
Sarah Palin's nomination as John McCain's run-
ning mate. From there, all hell breaks loose as
Obama drops 20 percent in the national polls,
causing everyone to scramble to make more
money and get him back to top-dog status.
While the 11 campaigners struggle with the
recent developments, theyalso deal with real is-
sues, such as the antagonist reporter that trashes
Obama and causes sensationalism among the
small town, personally affecting a primary char-
acter in the play. On top ofall ofthat, the show
also boasts a closeted Republican in the office,
a comedic love triangle and crackpot character
Mad Maty, a full-fledged political junkie. Her
solo performance culminates in her adoringly
caressing a picture of Obama while singing,
"I feel a throbbing sensation in my genitalia!"
Throw all that on a stage and you got your-
self a play about the 44th president of the
United States.
Set to a live drum and keyboard set-up, the
music provides a jazz-funk mood throughout
the play. The stage—though set to look like
another boring office workplace—is given
humorous touches such as a larger-than-life
picture of Obama's face that seems to loom
toward the audience, making sure that they
know he is the main star of the play, despite his
obvious absence.
Though being set months after Obama's
inauguration, the musical is a warm-hearted
reminder of what America was like during his
campaign: people from diverse backgrounds
coming together and working together.
The production lets the audience catch a
glimpse into the crazy world ofpolitics, the hard
work thatgoes into fundraising and what it takes
to make the American people actually go out
and vote. The characters are driven by theirdie-
hard passion for Obama and the sacrifices they
have to make for the idea ofa better world.
"Obama on my Mind" debuted in London
last March under the directionofTimAuthor. It
will make its first U.S. premiere at the Langston
Hughes Performing Arts Center Oct. 23 and
will run through Nov. 15.
Carolyn can be reached at
chuynh@su-sepctator.com
Mary K. Bryant-Likens | The Spectator
Cast members gather during the musical to discuss Obama and the upcoming elec-
tion. The topic most favored during theplay was of the "change" Obama was said to
bring to the country if elected.
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Lesbian and Gay Film Festival celebrates fourteenth year
Doug Rudeen
FILM
Staff Writer
While a film festival showcas-
ing pieces like "Swimming with
Lesbians," "The Big Gay Musical"
and "The Butch Factor" may
seem lighthearted to some, this
year's Seattle Lesbian and Gay
Film Festival aims to do more
than just entertain—it seeks to
raise awareness.
For 14 years The SeattleLesbian
and Gay Film Festival, which is put
on by Three Dollar Bill Cinema,
has been an important event for the
Seattle LGBTQ Community, and
this year was no different.
Even on Monday and Tuesday
night, the street in front of the
Egyptian Theater on Pine Street
and Harvard Avenue was crowded
with pass holders, all eager to see
films dealing with a wide variety of
pertinent topics.
"I really love to see all types
of people at this," said Stephen
Anacker, one of the moviegoers.
"And I think that it's really im-
portant right now that the gay
community [be as] inclusive as
possible ... especially because of
Referendum 71."
Anacker says he also attended the
film festival last year, when he first
started attending the University of
Washington. "I always look forward
to this time ofyear now, because this
gives me an excuse to come up and
check out Capitol Hill."
While none of the films specifi-
cally referenced Referendum 71 in
their schedule synopses, many did
make poignant statements.
One short film, "Revelations"
(dir. Tom Gustavson, 2009), presents
a satirical confession oflove towards
gays and lesbians by an actor por-
traying Shirley Phelps-Roper who, in
real life, is amember ofthe Westboro
Baptist church and a cofounder of
godhatesfags.com. In "Revelations,"
the actor portraying Phelps-Roper
is shown hiding in a closet, secretly
confessing on camera how much she
loves homosexuality because it keeps
her and her family in business.
Despite some of these serious
undertones, most of the films were
strictly lighthearted.
"I really come here to laugh
more than anything else," said
Wylie Foss, a moviegoer and stu-
dent at Seattle Central Community
College. "This isn't a rally or any-
thing. It's justa time for us to come
together, watch movies, and stay
in touch."
Foss claimed that his favorite
movie had been "Dirty Magazines"
(dir. Jay J.Levy, 2008), a 39-minute
long film about the problematic
coming-out of a 16-year-old boy
during the mid '80s.
"All the movies I saw tonight
were hilarious" Foss said. "Everyone
should check this out if they can."
While most of the major
events to kick off the festival oc-
curred last weekend, the festival
lasts all week long. Films will be
shown at multiple theaters, in-
cluding the Egyptian Theatre,
Northwest Film Forum, Cinerama,
Central Cinema and the Admiral
Theater. Most tickets—except
for special events such as
musicals and opening and closing
galas—are $10, and can be pur-
chased in advance or at theater
locations.
Doug can be reached at
drudeen@su-spectator.com
MatthewBrady | The Spectator
Philip Heier, aka Quintin Crispy Cream, poses with Sylvia O'Stayformore. The two attended the opening
gala for the Seattle Lesbian & Gay Film Festival held at Capitol Hill's Egyptian Theater Friday.
'New Moon' soundtrack
grabs hipsters by the throat
Mary Pauline Diaz
Entertainment Editor
Hipsters are notorious for not liking anything. Just
look at Pitchfork. Somehow, though, a most unlikely
candidate is sucking the life out of that myth.
Just as Bella Swan nonsensically falls in love with
the stalker-like, mind-reading Edward Cullen in the
"Twilight" series, someone behind the "Twilight: New
Moon" soundtrackseems to have an inexplicable knowl-
edge of steering hipster love where it shouldn't belong.
Featuring indie darlings like Grizzly Bear, Lykke Li,
Bon Iver and St. Vincent (the latter two on one song), the
soundtrackto this second installment is a stark departure
from the firsts.
That first playlist was more predictable for the de-
mographic, with the likes ofParamore, Linkin Park and
Robert Pattinson (Edward in the movie) himself. On
the other hand, the only way "Twilight: New Moon"
could be any more hip is if the übiquitous Karen O
showed up.
It's true Bella spends a lot more time being depressed
in this part of the series, which might partially explain
the bent toward the brooding indie pop. But the film's
music supervisor Alexandra Patsavas has a record and
reputation for shaping soundtracks in unexpected ways,
bringing sleeper bands into the mainstream on "Grey's
Anatomy" and assembling the guilty pleasure soundtracks
to "The 0.C."
Just as she did with "The 0.C.," Patsavas has given
"New Moon "s despicable source material something that
would take it to a completely differentaudience-a perfect
marketing plan and a baffling success.
Perhaps the biggest shocker is Thorn Yorke. Better
known for his work with Radiohead, Yorke has been a
longtime champion of experimentation and is arguably
one of the snootiest guys in the industry. And he was the
soundtrack's first artist announced. One word for you,
Thorn Yorke: What?
Either equally shocking or even more comforting is
the quality of this track "Hearing Damage" is a fuzzy,
swarming trip with lapses that actually make sense to
the moviewithout sacrificing the frenetic beats and epic.
production Yorke brought to "The Eraser."
Death Cabfor Cutie, unfortunately, does the opposite
in their underwhelming "Meet Me on the Equinox," a
formula pop-rock song that's almost as repetitive and
groanworthy as Hoobastank's "The Reason," both musi-
cally and lyrically. As the album's opener, it's a disheart-
ening introduction to what shouldalready be (given the
source material) a petty album.
Fortunately, most of the other flashy names re-
deem what Death Cab dropped, like Grizzly Bear with
the dreamy "Slow Life"—which could've easily fit on
"Veckatimest"—or Black Rebel Motorcycle Club with
their dirtybar room folk in "Done all Wrong."
True to Patsavas' style, the album also spodights a few
newer names on its track list: Anya Marina, justadded to
Patsavas' Chop Shop Records, and HurricaneBells, solo
side project ofLongwave frontman Steve Schiltz, yet to
release an album.
Marina's wispy but raspy voice hums over her soft,
mosdy-acoustic love song. Simple, charming and heart-
felt, it's sure to be very predictably placed in the film.
Still, "Satellite Heart" is bound to be a hit among many,
being unassuming enough for amainstream audience and
oblique enough for the more pretentious crowd. It seems,
though, that Hurricane Bells could have used more vet-
ting, and his watered down garage rock revival track
"Monsters" is simply forgettable-no better, no worse.
Other artists exceed expectations, like The Killers
(that's right, The Killers) on "WhiteDemon Love Song,"
which swells in slow, haunting builds that at times almost
don't even sound like the band. OK Go—who've man-
aged to duck out of the mainstream since their 2005
breakthrough album "Oh No"—reach back to the retro
style oftheir older EPs with analmost Beach Boys-esque
quirky jaunt "Shooting the Moon."
Even more than these bands have sparkled on their
tracks, Patsavas and her team have sculpted' a surprise
swoonfest out of a soundtrack that in theory shouldn't
even be bearable. One almost wonders if the film itself
will offer a similar surprise. Bets are still on the sound-
trackoutrunning the movie, but maybe this can be setded
with a game ofvampire baseball.
Mary Pauline can be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
J. Cole: Roc Nation's
magna cum laude
Katy McCourt-Basham
Staff Writer
Rapper J. Cole seems to have his life in order. He went to a good
college, graduated with honors, released a mix tape and was the first art-
ist signed to Roc Nation records by rap legend Jay-Z, with whom he is
now touring.
The young rapper sat down with The Spectator on Saturday to discuss
his past, his present and his verybright future.
Spectator: You were the first artist signed to Jay-Z's record label Roc
Nation. How did that come about?
J. Cole: A guynamed Mark Pitts, who used to manage Biggie [Smalls]
back in the day. I had a relationship with him and he introduced me to Jay.
Jay heard one ofmy songs, and Jaywas like, "Aw man, who is thiskid?"
So he set up a meeting. I played five or six songs, but most of it was just
talking, building. It was a good vibe, and I found out about two weeks
later that he wanted to do the deal. That was a year ago [in] November.
S: You're on one of the tracks on Jay-Z's new album "The Blueprint
3" and in the song you talk about your own path to stardom. Is Jay-Z a
big influence ofyours in that respect?
J: Definitely. To me, he wasn't just one ofmy favoriterappers: the way
he made it to the top—not just in music but in business—-and just the
way,he carried himself it always seemed flawless. It didn't seem like he had
a lot ofkinks or whatever in his whole setup. Hewas always somebody
I looked up to. That's why I was always trying to get my stuff to him. I
think every rapper is like, "If I could just get my sh*t to Jay-Z, life would
be better." And it actually happened.
S: You had sort ofan unusual path to get yourself nearer to the industry
in NYC. Can you tell me more about that?
J: I applied to only two schools: NYU and St. Johns, because I knew
that I wanted to come to New York. In my mind, I was going to get
signed. "I probably wouldn't have to finish school," is what I was telling
myself. "Probably by my freshman year, sophomore year or something,
somebody will find me or discover me or something." It didn't happen.
It worked out in the end. I made theright move, but it took a long time
to get adjusted to being in a huge city like that, learning my way around
and how to deal with people. I used college as my little ticket up.
To watch more of the interview with J. Cole and to read the full
transcript, visit su-spectator.com/multimedia
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SWIMMING
Supportive and balanced
swim team sees success
Staff Writer
By examining Elizabeth
Hanohano's swimming career, one
could assume the highlight of her
season so far wouldbe the back to
back 200-yard freestyle victory she
garnered against the University of
Alaska. But Hanohano's highlight
is a little closer to home and much
less glamorous.
"Having one pool has been
the highlight of the year,"said
Hanohano, senior general science
major and women's swim team cap-
tain. "Get the pool fixed, please."
Over the summer, the Connolly
Center underwent renovations
that reduced the aquatic center on
campus to one pool, which has been
called into question for structural
deficiencies.
"Structural engineershave taken
alook and the structure of the pool
has been called into question," said
Craig Mallery, head swim coach.
Mallery has several technical issues
with the single pool, claiming the
pool has hindered aneffective prac-
tice environment.
"The pool does not emulate a
competitive experience. [It] is not
optimal, and a challenge we did
not foresee," Mallery said. Despite
these setbacks, Mallery applauds the
swim team for its work ethic and
commitment, which he believes has
lead to its successful season.
"We have a group of women
committed to a balanced approach
to athletics," Mallery said. "This
team has the greatest balance it has
ever had, with strengths in each of
the different strokes."
Last week's two-day sweep
against University ofAlaska proved
the women's team could be a com-
petitive force at the Division I level.
Seattle U defeated Alaska 123.5 to
80.5 Friday night and 144 to 60
Saturday night.
Freshman Marina Pomar-Enders
won a total of four individual races
during the meet, with a win in the
1,650-yard freestyle and the 500-
yard freestyle Friday night, and a
win in the 1000-yard freestyle and
the 500-yard freestyle the follow-
ing night.
The men's team has also dem-
onstrated a strong team effort as it
garnered six second place finishes
and one first place finish at the
PCSC Relay and Pentathlon meet
held Oct. 9 and 10.
Freshman Chris Lynch, sopho-
more James Gilmore and sopho-
more JamesWhite set a meet record
of3:01.58 in the breaststroke relay.
The team finished in the top three
in every event during the Relay
Meet and took fourth place overall
at the Pentathlon.
Additionally, both the men and
women were victorious in their
season opener: a relay meet against
the University of Puget Sound at
home held Oct. 3.
Sophomore Casey Hoffman
believes the key to the Redhawk's
success has been in the team
dynamic.
"There is lots of support, espe-
cially with such a large freshman
class, individually and for the team
as a whole," Hoffman said.
Mallery discussed the impor-
tance of having not only a team
atmosphere, but rivalry between
teammates.
"We support the notion ofbe-
ing the best teammate possible, but
get your hand to the mat first," he
said.
This year, the swim team has
also implemented the use of travel
squads for meets that take place
outside of the Connolly Center.
Fourteen athletes will be selected
from each squad to travel based on
their past performances. This gives
the swimmers extra incentive to
work harder at every practice and
improve their times at each meet.
Hanohano also commented
on the team dynamic and rivalry.
"That is the exciting part. It gives
you practice for the meet and helps
you swim faster," she said.
As the swim program moves to
D-I, the Redhawks will face a dif-
ficult challenge when they travel
to northern California to swim
against Pacific University Oct. 30
and University ofCalifornia-Davis
Oct. 31. Despite the stiff compe-
tition, team captain Hanohano is
confident in the team's abilities.
"We're looking to win" she
said.
Ryan can be reached at
dischr@seattleu.edu
The key to the team's
success has been in
the team dynamics.
This team has the
greatest balance
it has ever had.
Craig Mallery
Head swim coach
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
The Seattle U Women's swim team swept University of Alaska -
Fairbanks last weekend in back-to-back meets.
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Overcrowding upsets Connolly patrons and trainers
Doug Rudeen
Staff Writer
A typical evening workout at
the Connolly Center can feel less
than refreshing for many patrons,
as wait times for gym equipment
can often be aggravatingly long.
These long wait times have
been a source of frustration not
only for those actually exercising,
but also for Kristen Christopher,
the strength and fitness coordina-
tor at the Connolly Center weight
room.
"I am trying to educate stu-
dents and staff to try to come to
the gym at other times, to alleviate
the congestion in the evenings, as
the room is simply not big enough
for the amount ofusers in the eve-
nings," Christopher said.
The need for more room is
also not lost on patrons who
have noticed that wait times are
often exacerbated by the lack of
equipment.
"There are only threebenches,"
said Patrick Hill, junior finance
major. "I definitely have to wait."
Hill, who recently returned to
weightlifting after a high school
baseball injury, said he is trying to
be an avid weightlifter. "It's hard
to get cut," Hill joked. "And even
harderwith all these people always
in the weight room."
On its Web site, Mortenson
Construction says an 18,000
square-foot renovation of the
Connolly Center will begin this
January and end early in 2010. The
renovation promises "exercise stu-
dios, cardio and weight training ar-
eas, locker rooms and administra-
tive offices for Seattle University's
recreational sports programs."
However, until that renova-
tion comes, students and others
will have to be patient with the
Connolly Center, which is, accord-
ing to Christopher, "at maximum
capacity for space and for power."
There has also been no statement
from administrators on how much
of the renovation money will
go toward the purchase of new
equipment.
The primary area of concern
right now, besides- general over-
crowding, is the lack of cardio-
vascular equipment in the weight
room.
"It would be nice to have more
cardiovascular machines such as
treadmills and cross trainers,"
Christopher said.
The lack ofaccessible facilities
has deterred a few students from
even working out at all, and has
led others to seek out alternative,
exercise options.
"I have taken to storing a set of
weights in my garage" said Hayden
Harvey, junior philosophy and
psychology major. "It was cheaper
than a gym membership, and I re-
ally hate to go to Connolly."
Despite the fact that the big
remodel may be far off, some
improvements have already been
made. Last November the school
spent approximately $50,000 on a
variety ofselectorized exercise ma-
chines. There have also been gen-
eral improvements to the weight
room, including flat-screen televi-
sions, paint, and new light bulbs.
"The TV's are nice and every-
thing," Hill said. "But I can watch
T.V. at home, you know? I hope
the remodel gets done really quick-
ly, before I graduate."
Doug can be reached at
drudeen@su-spectator.com
Sonya Ekstrom | The Spectator
Sophomore Anika Jesi has experienced a fair amount of waittime at
Connolly, and says the wait is particularly long after dinner.
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Swim team rules its pool
Training plug pulled
Seamus McKeon
RECREATION
Seattle U's personal training program cut at Connolly
Center due to low student envolvement
Staff Writer
As athletic students return to
Seattle University this quarter they
will find a number of newer and
stronger activities available, but a
few will be confronted with the loss
ofa long-running program.
The personal training program—
an opportunity available to SeattleU
students for more than a decade—
was temporarily cancelled for the
summer in light of low student in-
volvement andbudgetary concerns.
As the new quarter approached,
Recreational Sports decided to axe
the service altogether, according to
former trainer Carol Lorenz.
Lorenz, whostill works part-time
for the university's leisure education
program, had been employed in her
previous position for 15 years when
Strength and Fitness Coordinator
Kristen Christopher informed her
in the mid-summer that her posi-
tion would not be reinstated after
the break.
"The cost was $50 per hour, $30
per half hour, and so that became
cost ineffective for the students,"
Christopher said, adding that the
program was being subsidized by
Rec Sports because it had to pay
the instructor.
The program—which according
to Christopher enrolled no more
than four students at any given
time during the 2008-2009 school
year—was hardly the most popular
offered in the Connolly Center,
which sees about 1,200visitors daily
according to card-readers. However,
in Lorenz's opinion, the services it
rendered were still necessary for a
Division I university.
"There's a lot ofpeople who [...]
still have health and fitness goals
that they want to achieve," she said.
"Without a coach to steer them in
the right direction they maybe don't
have that now."
Christopheralso emphasized the
effect of the cut on students whose
fitness needs were less well suited for
groupactivities.
It's definitely going to
be reinstated, it's just
going to be changed.
Kristen Christopher
Strength and Ftness Coordinator
Group fitness has been the over-
whelming focus of Rec Sports this
year, with the hiring of a full-time
Outdoor Activities and Recreation
director and an increase in the
number of classes offered by the
department. This has been a most-
ly positive transition, Christopher
explained, citing the roughly 1,150
students who participate in intra-
mural sports at Seattle University
and the 300 involved in group
classes each quarter.
"Most of the feedback we re-
ceive is positive," Christopher said.
"Students enjoy the fitness pass,
which is for all the group exercise
programs, and enrollment is up in
the IM sports programming, which
leads me to believe that it is being
more well received."
She summarized the changes at
Connolly during her three-year his-
tory at Seattle U as an increase in
the quality of the program, increase
in the opportunities, as well as the
increase in student enrollment.
This perspective was confirmed
by Connolly Facilities Supervisor
Theresa Leigh, an undergraduate
student at Seattle University whose
post behind the centers front desk
has overseen both consistent and
positive growth in her nearly two
years with the program.
"[lt's] mainly just a place where
you can work out, do your thing,
and de-stress," Leigh said. "I haven't
heard any negative comments at
all [...] It's really just a space for
everyone."
Another reason for this shift in
student preference could be fiscal,
Lorenz suggested. According to the
former trainer, enrollment in the
personal fitness program began to
decline during fall 2008, a reflection
of trends across the industry and a
likely result of the poor economy.
Instead, students are now opt-
ing in greater numbers for low-cost
quarterly fitness passes, which at
$35 a quarter seems like the greater
bargain. However, as the fiscal tides
turn, both Lorenz, who continues
to market her services to the pub-
lic as an independent trainer, and
Christopher would like to see the
program return, but it will come
with several big changes.
Christopher, who teaches per-
sonal training at Seattle U, hopes
to bring the program back larger
and with lower costs by employing
student-trainers.
"It's definitely going to be rein-
stated," Christopher said. "Its just
going to be changed to make it more
cost-allowable for the students [and]
to hireyounger trainers to give them
experience. It'll be a great relation-
ship to have, to have a bigger per-
sonal training program."
Seamus can be reached at
smckeon@su-spectator.com
Sports Briefs
Seattle'sbid for World Cup endorsed by
Seattle City Council
Oct. 19, Seattle City Council passed a resolution to
support Seattle's bid to become one of the host cities in
2018 or 2022 for World Cup soccer matches.
In August, Seattle was named as one of the 27 cities
under consideration in the event that the World Cup
comes to the U.S.
One unique factor Seattle posseses is the fact that
there is no need to build new stadiums. Seattle's Qwest
Field seats 67,000 and the University ofWashington's
Husky Stadium seats 72,500. Both are listed as potential
venues. Additionally, the city boasts four training sites.
It will be years before the selection is announced but
the list ofbid cities will be narrowed to 18 semifinalists
by the end of the year.
The last time the U.S. hosted the World Cup was
in 1994.
_
Seattle U volleyball player earns recognition
Emily Deleissegues was named the Division I
Independent Defensive Player of the Week after the
Seattle University volleyball team's road trip to Idaho
State and Weber state.
Deleissegues averaged 5.5 digs per set in the two
matches. In the match against Idaho State, she led all
players with 18 digs and followed that performance with
15 digs against Weber State.
Deleissegues leads her team this season with 315 digs,
ranking her thirdamong all players in the six D-I inde-
pendent schools. With 836 career digs, she is in eighth
place on the Seattle U all-time digs list. Deleissegues is
38 digs from sixth place.
Seattle U golf competes at Vikes Shootout
in Canada
The Seattle University golf teams compet-
ed at the Vikes Shooutout this week, hosted by
the University of Victoria at the Cordova Bay
GolfClub.
The women finished in third place overall, the men
finished in fourth.
Caidin McCleary,sophomore civil engineering ma-
jor, had a two-day total of 157 and finished in fifth
place. Alec Pakzad, freshman premajor, finished with a
two-day score of 147, tying for seventeenth place.
The men's golf team will travel to the Kaua'i
Collegiate Invitational Oct. 26-28.
Women's basketball coaches to host free
coaching clinic
Joan Bonvicini, head women's basketball coach, will
host a free coaches clinic Nov. 1. The WNBA's Seatde
Storms head coach Brian Agler was recently added to
the list of speakers.
The clinic will be held at the ConnollyCenter from
10a.m. to 6 p.m. and will consist ofsix speakers, two
ofwhich are Bonvicini and Agler.
Jamie Angeli, assistant Seatde U women's basket-
ball coach, Chris Bown, a former coordinator for the
Storm, CathyCrosslin, founder of Instar Performances
and ErnieWoods will join Bonvicini and Agler. Woods
holds the best winning record in Washington state
community college history.
The speakers will present on all aspects of coach-
ing basketball and will finish the day by watching the
Redhawk women's team practice.
SU swimmer has
winning spirit
Kat Catlett
Staff Writer
After an outstanding perfor-
mance at the Seattle University
swim team's season opener,
Alexis Morehouse was selected
as Featured Student-Athlete of
the Week Oct. 6. for her con-
tinued success and teamwork in
swimming.
In 2004 and 2007, Morehouse,
sophomore finance major, was
awarded All-American honors
and was a 2006 state champion
in three events. She also holds
records at Seattle U in the wom-
en's 100-yard breaststroke and
the 200-yard breaststroke, along
with placing in the top 10 fast-
est times in five other individual
events. Before attending Seattle
University, she already had expe-
rience competing at the national
level.
Swimming has been a huge
part ofMorehouse's life. Until her
career at Seattle U, she-described
her relationship with swimming
as a "love-hate relationship."
"Coming to Seattle U has
helped me 're-fall' in love with
swimming," Morehouse said. "I
used to train and wouldn't get
any results. Here, everything has
a purpose. I can go to competi-
tions with confidence."
According to Morehouse, the
season is going well so far due to
a good mix of girls on the team.
She said there are a large num-
ber of freshmen on the team this
year, causing rivalry among team-
mates. She described it as a "good
team rivalry" that causes the girls
to push each other harder in
practice.
Craig Mallery, head swim
coach, has lots of praise for
Morehouse. He "describes her as
an athJete with an "exemplary
work ethic," a great student, very
competitive and as having a very
positive attitude.
"Alexis is a smart racer with a
winning spirit," Mallery said. "It's
[exciting] to see her thriving and
competingat the level she is while
still smiling and encouraging her
teammates."
In her free time, Morehouse
can usually be found shopping,
hanging out with friends or
studying.
"Swimming makes me man-
age time better," Morehouse
said. "Knowing I only have a few
hours to do homework makes me
actually sit down and do it. It's a
motivation."
Morehouseremains veryhum-
ble in thanking her coaches and
her teammates for their contribu-
tionto the season so far. With the
amountoftime spent on the road
and in practices together, she ex-
plains her relationship with the
other swimmers as a "close-knit
group" that hangs out outside of
practices a lot ofthe time.
Mallery described this years
women's team as the strongest
group ofwomen he's ever worked
with. He hopes tosee Morehouse
compete again at the national lev-
el and believes she can become
conference champion.
Morehouse hopes the team
will place higher in the confer-
ence this year than it did last
year, and her own personal goal
is to qualify for nationals in
December.
Kat can be reached at
acatlett@su-spectator.com
Candace Shankel | The Spectator
Alexis Morehouse holds school records in the 100-yard and 200-
yard breaststoke.
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Revising the Core
EDITORIALS
It's sat untouched for more than two decades, and Seattle
U's Core curriculum is begging for a makeover.
Provost Isiaah Crawford has already been gatheringcritiques of
the program for a year. And Jeff Philpott, Seattle Us director of
Core Curriculum, has also pledged his support to the project.
But how ought we rethink the Core?
Remodeling the program will be a twofold endeavor. First,
it will require slimming down the core.
Students enter as freshman eager to dabble in a variety of
fields and sample from a smorgasbord of electives.
The Core Curriculum is a 15-course bundle of classes to-
taling 73 credit hours. While some students can cash in on
Advanced Placement credits to get out ofa few entry-level class-
es, many students can spend up to a third oftheir time parked in
Core classes.
Seventy-three required credits is overkill. It leaves some
students, like nursing majors, with one elective in four years.
Engineering majors have none.
Downsizing the core will allow students to taste new electives
and flirt with new ideas.
An equally important project in renewing the program will
be approving more courses to count as Core requisite classes.
While some students will still choose to take a generic ethics
course to check off their basic requirement, others might benefit
more from a course that delves into the theoretical underpin-
nings of ecofeminism.
By refashioning the core into a more flexible program, stu-
dents won't begrudgingly view their classes as a waste of time
or tuition dollars. Professors will also enjoy more freedom to
develop courses that align with their personal expertise.
Downsizing the Coreand making it more fluid will require
ample collaboration between university administrators, students
and professors.
Professors teaching interdisciplinary classes could ask their
students to pour out their gripes with the Core—and their vi-
sions for its future—in a short essay. University officials could
draw from these essays to construct a new Core.
Unless the university wants to create leaders for a just and
humane world who lack sufficient skills for their professions,
the Core needs to be slimmed down and attention turned to
major requirements and elective options.
Entertainment editor Mary Pauline Diaz and managing editor Matthew Martell ab-
stained from this staff editorial.
Mayoral endorsement
Charismatic.A grassroots campaigner and community orga-
nizer. Liberal. Lawyer.
Sound familiar? If you're thinking this describes President
Barack Obama, you're right. It also describes. Mike McGinn,
who should be Seatde's choice for mayor.
While both McGinn and Mallahan are new to politics, the
difference between the candidates is evident from their profes-
sional history and campaign management.
At a forum Saturday in Pigott Auditorium, one audience
member asked McGinn a question Seattle should have on its
mind: What is your management style?
Outgoing Mayor Greg Nickels is infamous for having a top-
down management style—one that was abrasive and agenda
driven with little room for community input. Nickels lost in the
primary because that strategy does not serve the people.
Mallahan said earlier in the forum that he promises to serve his
customers, the citizens of Seattle. McGinn, on the other hand,
said he takes a collaborative approach to politics, and it's true.
McGinn runs an entirely volunteer campaign and has spent
significantly less than Mallahan. His presence on social networks
and a tour of 18 town halls shows commitment to being among
the people and engaging with their needs.
McGinns collaborative approach also shines through in his
neighborhood policy. He calls neighborhoods "the soul" of
Seattle and hopes to give them more authority. He has been the
president ofa neighborhoodcouncil and co-founder and execu-
tive director of Great City, which coordinates neighborhoods
and businesses for the sustainable city living.
Mallahan comes from a business background, and while his
social justice initiative at various companies deserves recognition,
Seattle doesn't need a big business mayor.
McGinn understands, while Mallahan doesn't, that Seattle
needs to be looking to a future that requires green jobs, green
living and effective public transportation with fewer cars on the
roads.
McGinn will work to expand light rail, streamline the bus
system and make roads bike friendly. Early in his campaign,
McGinn was well known for his opposition to the tunnel replace-
ment of the Alaska Way Viaduct. He said Monday that if elected
he would oppose the tunnel but would still approve funding for
it. Some might say it was a flip-flop, a desperate attempt to gain
mainstream support.
But really it's a sign ofwhat Seattle needs most:A mayor who
listens. Vote McGinn for mayor.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Matthew Martell, Mary Pauline Diaz, Braden VanDragt, Emliy Holt, Katie Farden, Taylor Olson, Angelo Carosio and
Fernando Sioson. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Letter: Seattle U will keep its diversity
Student execs address a
Seattle Times article
Dear Editor,
ASSU was surprised and taken
aback to see the Seattle Times ar-
ticle "Departure may mark shift
in admission goals at Seattle U."
over the weekend. Many of the
claims that the article makes
are far from our experiences at
Seattle University.
We witness our ever-increasing
commitment to diversity on a daily
basis and in no way see that dedica-
tion tied to one individual. Rather,
the entire community has a deep
appreciation for the richness that
comes from diversity in all areas
of campus life. We would like to
assert that diversity, both racial
and socioeconomic, is one of the
most prized characteristics of this
campus. It is our diversity that
differentiates us and makes Seattle
University a real gem.
On another note, the claim
that the university is in danger of
"losing its soul" fails to acknowl-
edge each and every student, staff,
and faculty member's contribution
It is our diversity that
differentiates us and
makes SU a real gem.
to the vitality and identity of this
university.
The Associated Students of
Seattle University has written to the
Seattle Times directly. Because it i&
our firm belief that the soul of this
university is not tied to a business
plan, an enrollment scheme, or any
algorithm; rather the heart of the
individuals that make up the spirit
of the whole.
'09-'lO ASSU Executive Team
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to opinion@su-spectator.com. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling,
grammar and style errors.
su-spectator.com/opinion
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Weighing in on the bookstore's fate
Fernando Sioson
Outsourcing the bookstore could bring more resources
but might sacrifice its identity
Staff Writer
The bloody frontline ofdebate
these days is the controversial and
arguably exaggerated bookstore
outsourcing issue.
It's figurativelyWorld War II all
over again, with disgruntled stu-
dents and faculty on one side and
the good-intentioned university
officials on the other. The question
is, who is the Axis and who are the
Allies?
On a rare positive note, out-
sourcing the bookstore does come
with many benefits. Sensationalist
propaganda aside, it could poten-
tially generate much more revenue.
The current bookstore makes about
$500,000a year in profit; the new
incarnation of the bookstore is es-
timated to make at least 10 percent
more than that.
Admittedly, that's a very petty
and stereotypically capitalist ar-
gument. The bottom line is that
bucks make the man, and Seattle
University is ready for puberty even
if that means giving up its inno-
cence to Barnes and Noble.
Numbers don't lie. The amount
ofrevenue our bookstore generates
for an independent institution is
nearly double the nationalaverage.
Ifoutsourcing can push that num-
ber even higher, then that's fairly
impressive. Granted, outsourcing
would remove the bookstore as
an independent. Don't forget that
money is a universally understood
language.
Also, all the other cool Jesuit
universities around the country
outsource their bookstore. Twenty
out of 28 universities, including
Gonzaga, outsource. You wouldn't
want Seattle U to be the awkward
non-outsourced wallflower of the
group, would you?
Having a faceless corporate
presence on campus that is not
Bon Appetit could have unseen
benefits as well. Get over your fear
of "The Man" and see the bright
side. A corporation like Barnes and
Noble has access to infinitely more
resources than a small independent
could ever hope for.
If you've ever been disappoint-
ed by the paltry selection of trade
books then you know what I'm
talking about. This is doubly true
when you consider that the only
notebooks for sale are made from
recycled paper bags.
Also consider that even if the
new bookstore does not have the
book you need or want how much
faster a book order would get to
you under the mantleofa corpora-
tion. Ifyou despise corporate tyr-
anny then that's well and good, but
you can't doubt the sheer efficiency
of the system.
I also like to envision a mini-
Starbucks branch in the corner
of the room so I can get my daily
injection ofespresso.
Now on an all-too-common
negative note, outsourcing the
bookstore could rock some seri-
ous waves. One too many Seattle
U students have paid $300 for a
used science textbook that is only
relevant to one class. The price of
Pilot G-2 pens is about $3, a high
price to pay to exercise my writer's
hand.
A part of the debate against out-
sourcing is the fear that it would
bring even higher prices to our
Don't forget that
money is a universally
understood language.
humble bookstore stands. The un-
derstanding is that we poor college
students barely survive on scraps
and charity. How are we ever go-
ing to withstand a 10percent price
hike?
Another more pressing issue is
the loss ofwork-study in the book-
store if it were outsourced. Many
students work there as cashiers,
stock personnel or tech specialists.
Under an outsourced bookstore,
students who manage to find work
might only be paid minimum
wage. Not to mention that the
work-study program would likely
take a hit.
This is America. Americans like
to have jobs.An American without
a job—even one in the bookstore—
is not a happy patriot.
The greater unseen problem of
outsourcing, and the same issue
that is causing a rise in student
and facultyprotest, is whether out-
sourcing is really in thebest interest
of the school.
Bon Appetit is a good example
ofan outsourced corporation whose
mission statement actually coin-
cides with that of the university.
Specifically, I mean the part about
sustainability and all that nonsense
about composting.
We would likely not get that
with a large corporation again. It's
an issue that affects the very iden-
tity of Seattle U itselfand one that
the students are proudly aware of.
Just join that Facebook group and
see it for yourself.
By the way, I find it hilarious
that hunger strikes have been re-
placed by modern Internet strikes.
The decision to outsource the
bookstore was to be finalized at the
end oflast year. The unexpected up-
roar in protest, unfortunately lack-
ing a ridiculous display of violence,
has pushed that decision back to
November.
You can bet that if the bookstore
is eventually outsourced, opponents
will not be content to displaying
their opinions in print, no matter
how harsh.
After all, actions speak louder
than the written word ever could.
Fernando can be reached at
fsionson@su-spectator.com
1-1033a black hole for state budget
Angelo Carosio
Online Editor
At first glance, it may seem that
Tim Eyman's latest referendum,
1033, is fairly straightforward.
"This measure would limit growth
of certain state, county and city
revenue to annual inflation and
population growth, not including
voter-approved revenue increases.
Revenue collected above the limit
would reduce property tax levies."
Sounds pretty good, right?
Wrong.
Lurking behind this simple
explanation is a bill that would
contribute deeply to the current
budget crisis in Washington state.
If 1-1033 were to pass, the state
would be essentially locked in to
our current budget. The problem
is that Washington's budget right
now is the worst we've had in years
because of the recession, and be-
ing locked into that budget would
mean that even after the recession
is over, state lawmakers would be
unable to make necessary adjust-
ments. The thousands ofteaching
positions lost due to the recession
wouldn't come back, even if the
state starts making the money to
support them.
1-1033 is a bill that
would only deepen the
current budget crisis.
Passing 1033 would mean
that after inflation and popula-
tion growth adjustment, any ex-
tra money the state government
makes would go to reducing
people's property taxes. The kinds
of people who benefit most from
state-fundedprograms are precise-
ly the people who aren't going to
be paying property taxes: children
and lower-income adults. 1033 is
taking money away from worth-
while public programs and giving
it back as a tax break to wealthier
people. It's simply not fair.
Eyeman's initiative uses the
same proven-to-fail formula that
was used in Colorado's "TABOR"
law, which resulted in huge cuts
to public schools, roads and even
vaccines for children. Colorado
voters repealed the law in 2005,
proof that the general idea behind
this initiative won't work. It will
make it significantly harder for
Washington to dig itself out of
the recession, and in the mean-
time force us to cut essential state
services.
Tim Eyman has made a career
out ofgetting extremely controver-
sial initiatives on the ballot. His
initiatives have prohibitedaffirma-
tive action in state colleges, tried
to drastically cut social programs,
tried to repeal a measure that pre-
vented housing and job discrimi-
nation based on sexual orientation
and just lastyear tried to open car-
pool lanes to all vehicles. Most of
his initiatives have failed, and the
vast majority are way too conserva-
tive for our state.
1-1033 is the same. There is
absolutely no reason for our state
to essentially lock itself in a reces-
sion and be forced to make cuts
in social programs only to benefit
the rich disproportionately. Vote
no on 1-1033.
Angelo can be reached at
webmaster@su-spectator.com
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Ten Ways to Decide Which
Mayoral Candidate to Vote For
Russian Roulette
Ask yourself: What would
Jesus do?
Vote with the Cool
Crowd
Do actual research...on
Wikipedia
Consult the Almighty 8
Ball
Flip a coin, preferably a
Sacagawea dollar
Toupee?
Pick the Handsome One
Regular Roulette
' ■
Pick the one thatcan bring
change... for your Saca-
gawea dollar
Corrections: The story Independent
study relieves elective cuts (Oct. 7)
was edited online to remove infor- •"*-
mation attributed to Kathleen La
Voy. La Voy told The Spectator a
casual estimate of the number of
independent study students taking
it because they couldn't get into a
class, and due to an editing error,
that estimate was stated as fact. We
regret the error.
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Auto Prowl
October 164:25 p.m.
Two students reported they left
portable GPS units sitting on
the dashboards of their vehicles.
When the students returned to
their vehicles they discovered
a window broken on each ve-
hicle and their GPS Navigation
units missing.
Malicious Mischief
October 17 12:00 p.m.
Public Safety and Housing re-
sponded to a malicious mis-
chief report on the ninth floor
of Campion Hall. The residents
stated that when they woke up
that morning they opened their
window blinds and found fecal
matter dropped on the exteriorof
their window.
Accident
October 17 2:35 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a re-
port of a motor vehicle accident
in the Murphy garageThe stu-
dent driver stated he was return-
ing a contracted rental van and
struck a pillar causing damage
to the passenger side doors
and body.
Trespass Warning
October 18 1:00 a.m.
Public Safety responded to a
report of a non-affiliate male
using the showers in the men's
room on the sth floor. The male
claimed to be a guest of a resi-
dent and refused to provide a
valid name. Housing and Public
Safety confirmed that the stu-
dent had invited the male over to
watch amovieand take a shower.
The male was given a trespass
warning and removed from the
university campus.
Suspicious Vehicle
October 18 2:20 a.m.
Public Safety received a report
of vehicle driving recklessly. The
vehicle entered the Bellarmine
turn-around from. 12th Avenue.
Several students witnessed the
vehicle drive over the curb and
reported the male driver ap-
peared intoxicated. Public Safety
and Seattle Police Department
checked the area and no ve-
hicle matching the description
was found.
Malicious Mischief
October 18 8:10 a.m.
A planter box near the west
entrance of the A & A building
was knocked over and broken.
Public Safety documented the
incident and submitted a repair
work order.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Monsters of Folk
fans 'Say Please'
The critically acclaimed indie supergroup Monsters ofFolk—consisting
of M. Ward, Jim James (left) of My Morning Jacket, Mike Mogis and
Conor Oberst (right) from Bright Eyes—played at the Paramount The-
atre on October 15. Talks ofcollaboration between the four artists be-
gan in 2004, and they released their self-titledfull-length in September,
which features tracksfrom each artist as well as originals specifically
made for the Monsters of Folk tour and album.
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